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EDITORIAL

Another milestone in M.A.M. history was passed with the official 
opening earlier in the year of Low House. For quite some time we 
have been wanting a second hut, and the choice of this Coniston 
cottage has met with a great deal of quiet approval, to judge by the 
variety of help offered as well as its widespread nature. When all is 
done (and there is still plenty to do), this pied a terre in the Lakes will 
prove a real amenity. And the M.A.M. has cause to be grateful to 
many people for that, beginning with the sub-committee under 
Geoffrey Mottram which did so much spadework, the anonymous 
individuals who cheerfully gave money and equipment, and the 
members of the many working parties, official and unofficial, who have 
cheerfully worked under the tireless hut-wardenship of Eddie Hambly. 
Much remains to do, but much has been done; the response has been 
very encouraging.

Ten years may not sound very long considered sub specie 
aeternitatis, but a decade has a ring of finality about it, at the end of 
which we start ruling off ledgers, toppling governments, and inventing 
new ways of liquidating mankind or disfiguring cliffs. The present 
editor, who can discern the writing on the wall as well as the next 
man, is therefore bowing himself out gracefully at the end of a ten 
years' stint, to make way for one who is more in touch with climbs 
and climbers than he is. It has been a rare privilege to edit the 
M.A.M. Journal, and a splendid experience; not least for those who, 
lacking a plausible excuse, have succumbed gracefully to un 
scrupulous pressure and produced contributions. To all stags at bay, 
sitting ducks and regular contributors I extend my best thanks, and 
particularly to the provider of that wealth of corroborative artistic 
detail which lends a touch of verisimilitude to an otherwise ... I mean, 
of course, Kim Beck.
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BRUCE'S SOLANG WEISSHORN
ROBERT PETTIGREW

According to A. P. F. Hamilton, an early authority on the area, 
"the Solang nullah is undoubtedly the most picturesque in Kulu, the 
forest and mountain scenery being glorious; at the end of the valley 
stands a towering cliff which culminates in a sharp, snowy peak 
(19,450 feet), which has been compared by General Bruce to the 
Weisshorn." Bruce's judgement is supported by a comparison of 
Donkin's photograph in 1883 from the south of the Weisshorn* 1 
with Pettigrew's photograph in 1963 from the north of the Solang 
Weisshorn.* 2

For several years I had been trying to get to grips with the 
Solang Weisshorn, alternatively known to the local paharis (hillmen) 
as Hanuman Tibba. From time to time I had been in a position, 
usually on the opposite side of the Beas river, to admire its dis 
tinctive, asymmetical shape which clearly dominates the lofty and 
precipitous ridge running south from the Pir Panjal to join the 
Dhauladhar range at a point opposite the ancient town of Nagar in 
the Beas valley. It is this ridge which separates Kulu from Bara 
and Chota Bangahal, also part of the Kangra district in which lie the 
headwaters of the Ravi river. And it was this ridge, I felt, which 
would give the key to the ascent rather than the Solang nullah 
approach which had defeated my party in the post-monsoon season 
of 1963.* 3 In addition, the southern approach would reveal much new 
mountain country which, being well clear of the new Inner Line 
restrictions, would not be closed to mountaineers from Europe who 
wished to climb in the Punjab Himalaya.

According to local legend Bruce's party led by the Swiss guide 
Heinrich Fuhrer of Meiringen had also approached by the Manalsu 
nullah but it seems more likely that they actually approached the 
peak by way of the Solang nullah, crossed Bruce's Pass, 16,391 ft.* 4 
at the head of the nullah, traversed the west side of the mountain and 
made the first ascent by the South ridge or the South face (see 
sketch-map).

Our party in the pre-monsoon season of 1966 was an Indo- 
British one organised by the active Bombay Climbers' Club.* 5 We 
employed four high-altitude porters (two Sherpas and two Ladakhis) 
and seven Tibetan porters to establish Base Camp. Our valley base 
was the well-known village of Manali, 6,200 ft., situated at the
1 A.J. 62.68 3 A.J. 69.124 & H.J. xxv.169
2 A.J. 71.304 4 H.J. xxv.169
6 J. Nanavati; V. Nadkarni; E. G. Warhurst; R. G. Pettigrew (leader). Sherpas: 

Pasang Lakpha; Ang Nima. Ladakhis: Rinzing; Chering Namgyal. Ghere 
Ram of Old Manali was the pathfinder over the first section of the route, and 
seven Tibetan porters assisted the expedition to establish Base Camp.
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junction of the Beas and Manalsu rivers where we assembled in the 
middle of May. To find the best means of access to the Manalsu 
nullah, which had rejected my advances on three previous occasions, 
we employed Ghere Ram, a shikari (hunter) from Old Manali. As a 
result of employing the Sherpas we were treated to a charming leave- 
taking ceremony of the scarves on May 21st. It was conducted by 
Sirdar Wongdhi, sirdar of the successful French expedition to Jannu 
and founder of the new Sherpa Institute in Manali.

Leaving Manali we were soon committed to a good path climbing 
steeply through the pine forest of Doongri, past the great Pagoda 
temple of the goddess Harimba, taking the prominent wooded spur 
falling from Khanpara Tibba, 13,207 ft., by whose north flank we 
hoped to turn the hitherto impassible cliffs of the lower Manalsu 
nullah. We camped at 7,730 feet and the speedy production of 
supper indicated that the heterogeneous party had settled down well.

We resumed the ascent of Khanpara Tibba the next day, resting 
wherever spectacular viewpoints occurred. Subsequently our track 
joined the old pony track to Bara Bangahal where it skirted the base 
of a cliff. From here we looked northwards to the Rohtang La, 
13,050 ft., and the peaks of Lahul beyond it, notably the Gyephang, 
19,259 ft., first climbed by Wollaston and Platts in 1954.*6 The 
going became pleasanter as we wended our way into Lama Durg   
a fine level thach (grazing ground) with excellent views of the Khanpara 
Tibba summit dome and the boulders beneath it, among which we 
hoped to camp.

Beyond Lama Durg we were astonished to find, in an unexpected 
cirque, a tree fringed tranquil lake, and Rudyard Kipling's description 
of Kulu suddenly became alive: "the great glaciers, the naked rocks, 
the piled moraines and tumbled shale; dry upland, hidden salt-lake, 
age-old timber and fruitful watershot valley one after the other."

By camping early at a height of 10,725 feet we were able to 
utilise the afternoon for reconnoitring the route high across the 
north flank of Khanpara Tibba. Belatedly, Pasang, Rinzing and 
Ghere Ram returned with discouraging intelligence. A route along the 
ridge running westward from the summit of Khapara Tibba (which, 
we had envisaged, would carry us clear over the difficulties of the 
main gorge and its tributaries) was out of the question for our ill- 
shod porters because of deep snow. Reluctantly we were forced to 
opt for a route which lost height dramatically but which at least 
appeared to descend into the main nullah beyond the impassable 
cliffs of the true left bank. This would certainly involve us in a 
rigorous campaign of jungle-bashing punctuated by cliffs and couloirs, 
but there was now no alternative.
' A.J. 60.62  '..  ; 

I
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Next day our march consisted of a series of ascending traverses 
across great bluffs separated by steep little nullahs until we reached a 
terminal shoulder from which we had an excellent view into the upper 
Manalsu nullah. Immediately ahead lay the first transverse 'barrier' 
nullah, deep and uninviting, its walls steep cliffs which we aimed to 
turn by an ascending traverse on the bulbous flank of Khanpara 
Tibba. We followed the tracks of the recce party over a prominent 
boss, contouring high on the north face only a few hundred feet 
below the summit. However, the Tibetans, fearing a prolonged 
traverse over snow, refused to join us and Rinzing caught us up to 
let us know that the main body would try to descend to the Manalsu 
river via the first barrier nullah. We went on, turned the head of the 
nullah, and descended easily to the opposite wall where we met the

KULU PUNJAB HIMALAYA
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caravan contouring unhappily above the vertical cliffs they had been 
unable to descend.

Reunited, we now stood on a promontory; a deeper, apparently 
fiercer barrier nullah lay ahead and the Tibetans, by descending too 
early, had involved us in a very troublesome route. On the other hand, 
we had been unable to afford the cost of equipping the coolies with 
adequate footwear for prolonged traverses over snow. Despite their 
switch-backing experience with 65 Ib. loads the Tibetans were still 
not disgruntled   one even addressed me as "Maharajah"!

We pitched the tents at 9,950 feet on an excellent site with an 
impressive sweep of deodar forest, dense and mysterious, flanking the 
main gorge of the Manalsu nullah immediately below us. The site, 
a step in the spur, was marked by a craggy outcrop from the top of 
which emerged a magnificent bushy-top tree, visible for miles. 
On our arrival a brilliantly plumaged Monal pheasant started up and 
plummetted across the nullah in a wide arc, uttering its alarm call.

From the first we had noted the stern cliffs on the far side of the 
second barrier nullah, now entitled the Moat, and Pasang in a solo 
recce went down to investigate its difficulties. He returned to report 
that he had found a possible weakness   a prominent gully   in the 
vertical, jungle-topped cliffs of the far wall of the Moat. During the 
night it rained heavily and steady drizzle persisted the next morning.

In dismal weather Pasang, Rinzing and I set off to take the route 
across the Moat. Our way to the bed of the nullah lay down gently 
tilted slabs littered with scree and heavily vegetated. In contrast, the 
opposite wall reared up decisively from the bed of the snow-filled 
Moat in tiers of vertical and overhanging cliffs. It soon became 
apparent that Pasang had located the one possible weakness in our 
line of march   a snow be-ribboned gully of classical form which, 
though it fell short of the cliff top, appeared to link up with a second 
gully, less well-defined, but emerging unmistakably in the jungle at 
the top of the cliffs. From the bed of the Moat a firm tongue of snow 
ran conveniently up to the foot of the gully. This we mounted until it 
was possible to step across into the wet, mossy corner and strenuously 
climb the little overhang to a patch of snow still adhering tenaciously 
to the gully bed. Pasang protected the start of the climb with a piton 
from which he suspended an etrier for the sake of the laden men 
who would follow us.

Scrambling in the bed of the gully led easily to the next obstacle 
formed by characteristically narrowing walls capped by a large 
chockstone. We turned this on the right by climbing a streaming wet 
wall aided, and sometimes hindered, by dense vegetation. From this 
point we hung the Manila fixed rope in which we had tied large 
loops at frequent intervals to give assistance at every stage in the ascent
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of the gully. Steep but easy climbing up old snow followed until the 
first gully terminated in a shallow cave at the foot of a vertical cliff. 
To protect the ascent of the steep snow tongue in the upper half of the 
gully we draped a second fixed rope from a piton in the back of the 
cave. Breaking out of the gully by the right wall we climbed easily 
through dense vegetation to the foot of the upper, shallower gully 
which we followed in snow steps to the top of the cliffs.

After an hour's reconnaissance to confirm that a route, however 
arduous, did exist through the jungle from the gully exit to the 
Manalsu river, we rappelled down the fixed ropes to join the others 
who were waiting expectantly in camp.

All next day was spent getting the party across the Moat and 
through the jungle beyond it to the true right bank of the Manalsu 
river at a point well beyond the impassable gorge section which had 
repulsed me thrice before.

The Tibetans were in good spirits and even showed enthusiasm 
for the route. As Nanavati and I arrived at the floor of the Moat 
Rinzing's party was at grips with the gully, passing up loads and men 
to the accompaniment of great gusts of laughter at the gyrations 
caused by the first pitch. From the gully exit in the cliff top jungle 
the route lay down the line prepared by Rinzing and Pasang the day 
before; it was well-blazed, for Rinzing had been energetic with the 
hand-axe and we made steady progress. Eventually, however, 
traversing in thick, unyielding birch forest became very trying on 
tempers and we were both delighted and relieved to break out into an 
arena of gigantic scree where we rested at 12 noon. Below, the river 
was clearly visible beyond the last strip of jungle.

But this proved to be the last straw and the Tibetans were in a 
mutinous mood as we pitched camp near an old avalanche tongue 
adjacent to the Manalsu torrent. Eventually they were persuaded to 
continue to the site of Base Camp on the condition that there would 
be no more fixed rope sections! This condition was barely met because 
next day in the upper gorge section the old snow roofing the 
torrent, on which we had relied for easy going, had collapsed and 
we were forced once again to traverse spectacularly a steep, vegetated 
knoll on the true left bank to turn the last section of impassable cliffs. 
Greatly attenuated, the party struggled wearily up to the Taintah 
waterfall to camp, incredulously, on easy ground in the very place 
long viewed from afar as the most desirable goal in the world.

Just after 6 o'clock next morning we entered the main valley 
intent on locating a site for Base Camp. Suddenly Rinzing called 
out "Tangrol!" and pointed up to a spur on the north wall of the 
nullah. A herd of eleven ibex paused momentarily on the skyline and 
then, one by one, dropped out of sight having given us a magnificent
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introduction to a true Lost Valley. It was a majestic cleft. On our 
left hand, to the west and north, an abrupt and snowy mountain wall 
partitioned Kulu from Chota Bangahal, while on our right hand a 
spectacular precipice 2,000 feet high bordered the east side. Within 
lay a gently undulating valley floor through which flowed the young 
Manalsu stream and a network of tributaries. All difficulties of 
approach were instantly forgotten at the entrance to this valley. 
Curving around to the north-east, three miles distant, lay the snow 
tongue leading to the lower moraines of the great glacier draining 
the snows of the Solang Weisshorn massif.

In this idyllic place at 11,500 feet, on the last sizeable patch of 
dry ground and on the true left bank of the stream we selected our 
Base Camp site. In seven days we had covered only nine miles and 
gained a mere 5,300 feet. The Tibetans assembled and thankfully 
dumped their loads for the last time. Nanavati calculated their wages 
and we added a percentage as baksheesh and 6 day's supply of food. 
Finally, with many cheerful waves and cries of farewell, they set off 
back to Manali, having carried splendidly and quite erased my 
earlier, distasteful impressions of Tibetans as porters in Kulu. 7 .

We organised Base Camp and prepared to reconnoitre the route 
on to the lower neV6s to the south of the Solang Weisshorn, still hidden 
by the high ridges of the Kulu-Bara Bangahal divide which forms the 
left containing wall of the upper Manalsu nullah.

Carrying the elements of Camp 1, the whole party excepting 
Pasang, who was ill, set off to explore the upper Manalsu on May 28th. 
After 2\ miles of undulating valley floor and well short of the lower 
moraines of the main glacier approach to the Solang Weisshorn, ruled 
out because of its length, we took a diagonal line to the north-west 
over the prominent moraine band. Passing beneath the cliffs of a trun 
cated spur above Sen, we climbed up into the basin bounded on the 
west by the precipitous eastern wall of the divide. The route was long, 
tortuous and slow. However, encamped, we were 4 miles and 
3,100 feet beyond Base Camp, an average spacing in Kulu. That night 
it snowed heavily and next morning we were forced to make an 
ignominious withdrawal to Base Camp where we licked our wounds 
for two days.

On May 31st we started back to re-occupy Camp 1 in strength, 
placing the whole contingent on the lower flank of the mountain. 
Unfortunately bad weather hit us again   a layer of stratus seemed 
to sit on the mountains to the north and snow fell steadily. There 
were brief clearances in the weather but the prospect for advancing 
was pretty discouraging. By evening the snowfall was so persistent 
that it was decided we should lie low on June 1st and let the fresh 
7 AJ. 71.241  '"   
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snow consolidate. In the event, it was still snowing in the night but 
apart from postponing the next stage of the assault we failed com 
pletely to assess the long term effect of such a heavy snowfall.

During the evening of the enforced rest day Pasang and Rinzing 
decided to climb out of the basin to the north and take a look over 
the rim. They ascended steadily in soft snow until they breasted the 
final slope of the rim and disappeared from our view. About 
15 minutes later they reappeared and glissaded down the main couloir 
in the basin wall to join us in camp. They confirmed that a great 
maidan (snow plateau) led to the foot of the Solang Weisshorn as had 
been postulated. We planned that teams A and B would establish 
Camp 2 at about 16,500 feet, team B withdrawing to Camp 1 after 
wards. On June 3rd, all being well, team A would attempt the climb 
and descend to Camp 1 whether successful or not. Meanwhile team B 
would climb to Camp 2 in support, and would then attempt the ascent 
on the 4th. A 2 a.m. call start was decreed for the next morning.

As the day dawned we were approaching the top of the couloir 
where we bore eastwards around the top of a rock buttress, an 
outlier of the divide, which formed the west wall of the couloir. 
Emerging on to the level plateau we saw first the 18,000 ft. peak which 
bounded the first snow-field. Its southern aspect was a steep snow 
face seamed by parallel outcropping buttresses.

But the eye was caught by the isolated mountain beyond the 
second snow-field. Here, undoubtedly, was the Solang Weisshorn and 
we instinctively steered towards it. Looking north, the South face was 
the first feature to command attention with its massive seracs extruded 
from the dormant ice-fall. The South ridge marched steeply up the 
west side of the face, enclosing it with a formidable array of buttresses, 
aretes and gendarmes. To the east, the neves descended ponderously 
to form the East ridge, which was also visible from the Solang nullah, 
immediately to the north. At the top of the East ridge, where it rose 
steeply in a shoulder to form the summit cone, were three distinctive, 
steep buttresses of yellow rock, visible from both northern and 
southern viewpoints. ,

Unexpectedly we arrived at the northern limit of the first 
snow-field to meet a deep depression between the cliffs which ter 
minated the long east ridge of Point 18,096 ft. on the west and the 
shapely Point 17,400 ft. to the east. There was a height difference of 
300 feet which we descended rapidly by glissading to resume the plod 
across the second snow-field. To the west I noted with surprise a 
broad snow avenue sweeping easily in to the Bara Bangahal. This is 
unmarked on Survey of India Sheet 52H/SW \ inch series, which 
shows instead a high ridge linking Point 18,096 ft. with the Solang 
Weisshorn and bounding the west side of the second snow-field.

10
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This is completely fictitious. It is certain, too, that one could reach 
the South face of the Solang Weisshorn by a rather circuitous route 
through the Solang nullah, across Bruce's Pass, 16,391 ft. followed by 
a traverse beneath the West face to the easy open n6ves mentioned 
above.* 8

During the march I had plenty of time to weigh up the possi 
bilities of a route to the summit of our objective. At first I favoured 
a route over the n£v6 formations of the East ridge but I was soon 
convinced by Pasang and Rinzing that a much shorter, more direct, 
and quite safe route lay up the South face, weaving in and out of the 
ice-cliffs to take the best line. Accordingly we sited Camp 2 on a 
little shelf, just beneath the ice-fall at 16,000 feet, which was lower 
than I had hoped for, at a quarter past nine   4J hours up from 
Camp 1. Team B duly returned while Pasang, Rinzing, Ang Nima 
and I spent the evening examining the mist-shrouded southern aspect 
of our mountain and appreciating the calm serenity of the lonely 
snow-field beneath us.

Despite our good intentions we overslept on June 3rd and we did 
not set off until 6 o'clock, thinking guiltily of Bruce's invariable 
midnight starts. Roped in two pairs, Pasang and myself, Rinzing 
and Ang Nima, shod in crampons, we zig-zagged up the steep little 
bank above Camp 2 and set our sights on the eastern end of the first 
tier of ice-cliffs beneath the distinctive dome-shaped shoulder of the 
East ridge.

Breaching the cliffs easily by a broad snow ramp we crossed a 
choked crevasse and, measuring progress, rose steadily above the 
attendant peaks ranged about the second snow-field, now warmly 
illuminated in the sunrise. Once or twice the snow failed to consolidate 
into firm steps but we never doubted the condition of the face as a 
whole. The second line of ice-cliffs, notable for its impressive seracs, 
was vanquished without difficulty through a narrow section where 
the angle relented, and, backed by the sun, we punched a glittering 
stairway in the nev6 towards the third and last tier which we observed 
could be turned on the west side.

By half-past eight we were level with the upper ice-cliffs and an 
estimated 600 feet below the summit so we altered course away from 
the eastern edge of the face to strike diagonally westwards up the 
final slopes of the summit pyramid. For the second time we en 
countered rotten surface snow and our steps disintegrated. Pasang 
traversed a short distance before resuming a cautious ascent. The 
second pair was on our heels now. For greater security in the 
shifting snow Pasang was holding his axe by the adze and pick and 
plunging it well into the snow while he kicked steps in the underlay, 
"a. A.J. 69.124 &H.J. xxv.173       .-  - ...

11
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Coinciding with one such vigorous thrust there was a reverberating 
crack! and, with a dull roar, a wind slab avalanche split off cleanly 
at our level, toppled us all head over heels, and bore us swiftly down 
in a chaotic torrent of churning debris. Descending head first on my 
stomach the one bit of avalanche lore I remembered was to swim the 
breast stroke to keep on the surface. Striking out vigorously I rode 
on top whilst Ang Nima, the only other member of the party in my 
limited range of vision, was alternately sinking and surfacing. I had 
difficulty expelling snow from my mouth and thought suffocation 
was the chief danger. The main feeling was curiosity as to the 
outcome.

Some five hundred feet below the line of cleavage our side of the 
avalanche must have run out on to snow of a gentler angle forming 
the terrace above the second tier of ice-cliffs, because we slowed down 
and stopped. With alacrity the four of us scrambled out of the debris 
and made for safe ground away from the edge of the ice-cliff over 
which the main mass of the avalanche was still pouring. Shaking 
himself free of powder snow Pasang joined his hands and said, 
"Kismet, sahib, kismet!"

The toll was light and despite Ang Nima's pained protestation 
that he had been forced to swallow three pounds of snow, the physical 
hurt was confined to Rinzing. He had lost his ice-axe, buried under 
the debris and, to add injury to insult, he had received a severe 
buffeting in his back from the cameras in his rucksack. The rest of the 
party was subdued but uninjured. Five hundred feet above, the line 
of cleavage was a remarkable sight. It formed a clean-cut step 
eighteen inches high and stretched for a quarter-mile across almost 
the entire width of the upper section of the South face. Later we 
discovered that the avalanche had fallen a further 1,600 feet below our 
cast-off point, and had come close to obliterating Camp 2 before it 
stopped.

Unrepentant, Pasang now suggested that we should resume the 
same line of ascent arguing that once the slope had avalanched it was 
perfectly safe. However, there was still 600 feet of snow, presumably 
in avalanche condition, above the fracture line of the avalanche we had 
precipitated so I vetoed his suggestion and decided that we should 
continue the climb by the East ridge.

Stepping circumspectly in the debris of our personal avalanche 
we recovered the lost height and traversed eastwards over the third 
ice-shelf to embark upon the East ridge. En route the way was 
barred by a gaping schrund which we bridged cautiously, still mis 
trustful of the snow condition. This feeling persisted for the remainder 
of the summit climb up the terminal shoulder, poised as we were 
between the unstable cornices overhanging the precipitous North face,
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and the uneasy coverlet of the South face. Warily we climbed the ridge, 
moving one at a time and belaying each other elaborately. Half-way 
up, a conspicuous longitudinal crack in the ridge, running parallel to 
the cornice edge, was circumvented by a reluctant diversion on to the 
South face, but the snow held good and we made steady progress to 
the vicinity of the lowest rock buttress of vivid yellow quartzite, 
which stood aloof from our route across a narrow couloir. Glancing 
down the couloir the eye bounded direct to the Solang meadows   
a reversal of my situation of three seasons ago when I had first 
considered the East ridge as a possible route to the summit.*   This 
first rock step on the summit shoulder is clearly visible from the 
upper Solang; it was turned, as we had anticipated, by ascending the 
snow ridge adjacent to it. The second buttress lay athwart the ridge 
proper and its unaccommodating strata compelled an awkward 
scramble. Finally, ensconced on the top of the third outcrop   the 
nearest rocks to the summit, where there was perching space for all, 
we decided to stop for refreshment. The familiarity and permanence 
of the rocks did much to restore our morale which had been sapped 
by the avalanche and the protracted climb over doubtful snow.

After half an hour we resumed the climb, reaching the summit   
a vast cornice   at 12 noon. It had been an eventful and memorable 
ascent and I wondered what adventures Heinrich Fuhrer had ex 
perienced 54 years earlier. Photography occupied the remainder of 
our time on top. The impressive and largely unexplored peaks of the 
Kulu-Bara Bangahal divide, still technically part of the Pir Panjal 
range, aloof above their lonely blue valleys, were recorded together 
with the photogenic West summit and the connecting ridge. To the 
east a heavy layer of stratus cloud was sitting on the highest summits 
in Kulu but I photographed down cornice and fluting into the upper 
Solang nullah, to the east our ridge of ascent, and just as a light mist 
embraced us too, Shikar Beh, 20,340 ft., first climbed by Lees and 
Bennet of the R.A.F.M.A. Lahul expedition in 1955.* 10 The 
apparently unassailable fortress*'' of the virgin Mukar Beh, 19,910 ft. 
to the north-east, memorable for its ice-sheathed walls glowering 
down on the only approach glacier from the south, soon disappeared 
behind the advancing stratus and we decided that it was time to go.

The descent through the ice-cliffs was safeguarded with ice- 
screws as far as the lowest step, which we skirted with an abandoned 
glissade to reach Camp 2 at half past three.

Next morning we struck the tents and withdrew across the snow- 
fields to rejoin the rest of the party in the upper bay of the Manalsu 
nullah. During our ascent of the Solang Weisshorn, which they had 
observed, Nadkarni and Chering Namgyal had made the first ascent 
of Point 17,400 ft., above Seri, by the South-east ridge. 
"HJ. xxv.172 "61.52 " H.J. xxvi.144

13
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Whilst the bulk of the expedition was withdrawing south to Base 
Camp on June 4th, Warhurst, Chering Namgyal and I camped the 
night at Seri prior to making the first ascent of Shekuntla Tibba, 
16,254 ft., by easy neves from the west on June 5th.

Thanks to the open cleft of the Manalsu nullah, Shekuntla Tibba 
is the only snow-capped mountain visible on Manali's western pros 
pect and it has often been the goal of parties intent on training for 
higher objectives.* 12 However, all attempts from the east had been 
repulsed at various heights either by the formidable length and 
difficulty of the spurs falling to the east or the precipitous gorges of 
the Manalsu river. Taken in the rear, the citadel had fallen easily 
and I recalled nostalgically the halting progress of Mike Thompson 
and myself climbing from the east eight years earlier,*' 3 the first of 
three personal attempts, all of which had ultimately foundered on the 
endless spurs. In compensation for the drudgery of our first ascent 
from the north-west we enjoyed a splendid panorama of the Kulu 
Himalaya which we photographed from the small summit snowfield. 
Then we erected a noble cairn on the cluster of grey rocks forming 
the highest point, and swooped down to Seri, glissading nearly all the 
way. Back in Base Camp we found that the Ghaddi (nomadic hill 
shepherds from Kangra) route out of the upper Manalsu nullah had 
been reconnoitered by the others while we had been climbing 
Shekuntla Tibba.

In order to avoid the gorge we had decided to return to Manali 
by the crest of the high ridge (c.12,000-13,000 ft.) running west from 
the summit of Khanpara Tibba, 13,207 ft., and accessible from a 
shallow couloir 2,000 feet high two miles below our Base Camp on the 
true right bank of the Manalsu river. For the heavily laden party the 
stiff climb out of the nullah bottom on June 6th was the most ex 
hausting phase of the expedition and it was six hours before we had 
reassembled on the ridge near a cluster of megaliths by which the 
paharis (hillmen) placate the spirits of the high places. That night we 
enjoyed a windless camp on an exposed ridge 6,000 feet above the 
village of Manali where, freakishly, a severe storm tore off several 
roofs. Bemused by the sight of legions of deodar pine trees, we 
dropped down to John Banon's guest house in the evening of June 7th 
to celebrate the end of another Kulu campaign with a civilised cup 
of tea.
12 A. J. 70.45 18 H.J. xxi.102
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Climbing the last few feet to the summit of the Solang Weisshorn.
Solang Nullah centre background. Robert Pe
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Glan Dena Damage
F. H. Restall
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ANOTHER ROUTE ON MONT BLANC
R. L. B. COLLEDGE

When Dennis Davis and I arrived in Chamonix in the summer of 
1966, we found the climbs snowed up to a degree unknown in our 
experience of that area. The morning after our arrival we set foot on 
the west face of the Pointe Albert of the Aiguille de I'M, and even 
this lowly point had not escaped. Melt water ran down all the steep 
pitches since every ledge had a good six inches of snow.

After completing this short climb we tried one more route, 
again well plastered with snow, where we retreated from masses of 
water-ice bulges at the top of a pitch, and decided that an ice route 
would be more satisfying in the existing conditions. At the same time, 
a common desire to see the Miage side of Mont Blanc decided us that 
we might have a look round there. From this followed the thought 
that we hadn't been on Mont Blanc for a while and that the Brouillard 
Ridge faced south and might not be quite so loaded with fresh snow. 
In fact, it was not fresh snow that would worry us, but older snow not 
yet melted due to lack of warmth in a summer of low temperatures. 
In any case, we said, the climb only contains one pitch of Three. We 
said this in a disappointed tone, forgetting that a pitch of Five could 
be easier than one of Three or Four because it would be too steep to 
hold snow or ice, apart of course from verglas.

Anyway, the die was cast, the decision made, and on a sunny 
day we drove through the tunnel to Italy and the Val Veni. In this 
delightful valley we travelled along an excellent road surface to a 
point where the road turns uphill and becomes loose gravel. A little 
over two miles further on we turned left over a bridge and along a 
rougher section of the road into the wide open upper valley, beyond 
the snout of the Glacier de Miage, to a point where we could leave 
the car. Had we in fact not crossed the bridge but carried on along the 
original road, we would have rounded a bend to arrive on a little alp 
amongst the moraine heaps, and a much better parking place.

We were now faced with a six-hour walk to the Refuge Quintino 
Sella, but most unusually we were looking forward to it. Perhaps 
partly because it was new ground, but also because we had to walk 
up the easy angled Miage Glacier. This glacier strikes into the heart 
of the high mountains, so that we felt it was a great highway leading 
us into the unknown; but perhaps of more importance, there was 
not another human in view once we climbed up to the moraine ridge. 
Once we left the handful of tourists by the road we were completely 
alone on a glacier which resembled, because of its very stony surface, 
many Himalayan glaciers, and so the illusion of isolation was 
increased. ....,.._........, . ....
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The walk on the glacier proved more rough and stony than at 
first appeared, but we took this as it came, pausing occasionally to 
admire the Dome de Miage ahead of us, until at last we arrived at the 
point where the Glacier du Mont Blanc enters the main glacier. The 
Refuge Quintino Sella is situated at the top of a large buttress on 
the true right bank of this side glacier, and so after walking along the 
bottom of this glacier we began to ascend it very steeply on ice 
hopelessly shattered and criss-crossed by crevasses.

We could not see how we could make a landing on to rock from 
the glacier, but somehow or other we had to. At this point we omitted 
to study the Vallot guide book, and when Dennis saw a weakness he 
attacked it at once. It was in fact quite difficult, but a better place 
could not be seen. When I followed he was already well ahead, and 
by the time I caught him up he had kicked his way partly up a snow 
gully. At this height we saw a grass slope lower down with very faint 
traces of what might have been a track. A glance at the guide book 
indicated that normally we should have gone higher on the glacier, 
but when we were lower down the landing at that higher point had 
seemed impossible. Obviously it varies enormously from year to year.

From our gully we might have tried a descending traverse to the 
grass, but the way was not obvious. On the other hand, the gully route 
offered straightforward progress so we kicked up the remainder of 
the snow slope to the top, from where a steep gully of loose but easy 
rock took us back on the line of the recommended route. There were 
no traces of human passage now, but the guide book was helpful so 
that height was quickly and easily gained   or is it that time has 
erased the memory of heavy sacks laden with food, stove and bivouac 
gear. The latter we considered an insurance against the possibility 
of snowed up rocks slowing us down for a bivouac high on Mont 
Blanc. Our instincts suggested a bad storm in a day or so.

At last we climbed a snow slope and some final steeper rock to 
the large terrace at the top of the buttress, on which stands the 80-year- 
old wooden structure which is the Quintino Sella hut. There were 
impressive views all round; one one side we looked down on to the 
upper Glacier du Dome and the fairly new Dome hut, whilst across 
the Glacier de Miage far below rose the majestic Aiguille de Trelatete, 
under the shadow of which we had walked in the early afternoon. 
We had left the car at 1.15 and now it was 7.15 p.m.; it had been a 
truly interesting and magnificent hut walk with a remarkable resting 
place for the night, well worth the effort involved.

The Quintino Sella must have been a popular hut at one time since 
there had been places for fifteen people to sleep. Possibly the Miage 
face or the Brouillard Radge had been fashionable climbs before the 
day of the Brenva Face climbs. Now the hut is in a state of disrepair
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and is little used, apparently being visited about once a year; one 
party in the summer of 1965, one party of two local guides early in 
March 1966 for an attempt on a winter ascent of the Brouillard Ridge, 
and now us. There was a small dormitory for five which we used, a 
small dining room, and larger dormitory of broken bunks. Above the 
dining table was a photograph of a missing Italian climber with a 
letter requesting information of his whereabouts. He had apparently 
disappeared on the Peuterey Ridge in 1937. The letter was dated 1938 
and we wondered if the person who had written it was still alive.

As there was plenty of fresh snow at the back of the hut we did 
not lack water, and soon prepared hot food and drink. By now a cold 
wind was blowing from the south-west and we wondered how long the 
weather would remain fine. Shivering a little, we prepared for a not 
very comfortable night on damp mattresses under damp blankets.

The morning was fine, however, so we were soon on our way, if 
a 4.00 a.m. start can be called early. The guide book suggested a 
traverse at about hut level in the direction of the Couloir Emile Rey, 
which is the couloir which must be climbed to get on to the Brouillard 
Ridge of Mont Blanc, which was of course our object. In the previous 
evening light the traverse had looked improbable for anyone in a 
hurry, at least without a previous reconnaissance, so after going down 
the immediate rocks to the snow we walked up to a saddle and from 
there cramponned up steep snow before traversing above the second 
ary buttress which had looked uninviting from the lower traverse. 
After that we had to descend quite a long way to get across the 
Glacier du Mont Blanc to the foot of the Couloir Emile Rey. This 
500-metre couloir, with an inclination of 50 degrees, was in excellent 
condition all the way up to the col. We were now in bright sunshine, 
but in fact it was even colder than in the shade, for the wind was 
bitterly cold.

A short traverse, made quite difficult by snow-plastered rock, 
lead us to the foot of the difficulties. The route was obviously up a 
rock chimney, but at the top of the chimney was a great bulge of 
frozen snow, overhanging about six feet like a great hand, with icicles 
hanging from the outer edge. We surveyed it as near as we dared get to 
its side from the same level and it was several feet thick. It was 
unsupported and we could not understand how it had built up. We 
dared not attack from below as it was well frozen and most certainly 
would have broken away, taking one of us with it. To the right was a 
steep wall entirely covered with verglas, under which we searched for 
piton cracks in vain. The bitter wind did not help morale, and 
certainly prevented the ice from melting, so at last we retreated by 
cramponning down the still frozen couloir. After a quick sleep out 
of the wind we arrived back at the hut at 3.00 p.m.
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The cold wind continued, and by late afternoon the clouds had 
gathered. We still did not feel that bad weather had yet set in, if one 
could stand the freezing wind; yet as the clouds darkened, and the 
snow flurries were driven by an even stronger wind, we began to 
wonder. Whilst eating that evening we decided that if the clouds had 
gone by morning we would certainly snatch another route on Mont 
Blanc with a quick ascent of the Miage face, but that the actual line 
would be chosen when we saw the actual face itself. However, as we 
retired to our damp mattresses, listening to the violent wind, we had 
less hope than earlier.

There were many heavy snowfalls in the winter and spring of 1966, 
followed by a summer with below average temperatures, and snow 
was slow in disappearing. This possibly accounted for the excessive 
dampness of the bedding in the hut; certainly there was still a large 
mound of ice on the floor between the beds.

At 4.001 glanced out of the window. There was nil visibility with 
the wind still tearing the mist past the hut. Perhaps the wind had 
demoralised me, for I investigated no further and retired to the 
blankets, which seemed most luxurious at that hour of the morning. 
At 4.45 Dennis had a look; this time not a shred of mist in sight, only 
twinkling stars above the frozen rock and snow. Still the wind tried 
to discourage all activity, but we knew that if we moved fast we 
would succeed in our plans.

It was indeed bitterly cold, and we paused for hot porridge and 
a drink before leaving at 5.30. Perhaps it was the coldest start either 
of us had experienced in the Alps, bivouacs apart, and we now wore 
extra underclothing specially brought because of the doubtful 
weather. Once again we climbed the snow slope above the hut, and as 
yesterday traversed across to a point above the Glacier du Mont 
Blanc, but this time taking a higher line. Our descent to the glacier 
was to be quite short, but before descending we studied the Miage 
face of Mont Blanc on the other side of the glacier. It was bounded 
on its right-hand side by the Brouillard Ridge.

We had two obvious lines from which to choose; two ribs of rock, 
one continuing much higher than the other and so likely to hold 
more snow. As the slightly late hour and the wind discouraged 
looking for difficulties at such an altitude, we chose the rib nearer to 
the Brouillard Ridge. This appeared to be the Kesteven-Marshall 
route, and it seems that when the description in the guide book was 
written, no doubt many years ago, there was a more or less difficult 
barrier of seracs crowning the top. Today there is no trace of this 
barrier.

It was obviously going to be a quick easy route up the mountain 
before the weather could interfere, so with glad hearts we walked
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down the frozen snow to the glacier, crossed it, and began the not 
very lengthy ascent to the first rocks of our chosen rib. The rocks 
were easy, of a scrambling nature, but steep enough to provide exercise. 
This was welcome, as the icy wind was blowing directly on to the face. 

The ascent continued as predicted, with one or two short snow 
ridges connecting more rock ribs higher up. We measured our progress 
by the nearness of a shark's fin shaped rock standing proud of the 
snow higher up, to the right of our line. From below it looked very 
small, but it proved to be very big. Occasionally we paused to view 
the snow streaks of the gullies of the Aiguilles de Trelatete, or the 
magnificent ice cliff now in the sunshine to our left. On our right of 
course was the snow-plastered Brouillard Ridge, and we were made to 
wonder just where we might have had to bivouac had we forced our 
way on to the ridge. Suddenly we came across a khaki coloured coat 
jammed in a crack by ice, and laughed at the idea of somebody 
dropping a coat on such a little used route. Later we saw what looked 
like a sheet and made light of Dennis' suggestion of an accident. 
Even he did not know the magnitude of the accident however, and 
only when we saw scores of pieces of aircraft above the Vallot hut did 
we realise what the accident was.

Our line now became a snow ridge which itself ran into a short 
glistening ice slope, glistening because we had now moved into the sun, 
but a sun without warmth. We stopped to eat, but preferred to eat 
with gloves on, and in fact before moving off we donned windproof 
gloves over our woollen ones, so intense was the cold from the wind. 
The ice quickly gave out on to snow, and we enjoyed a relaxing walk 
over easy ground towards Col Major between Mont Blanc de 
Courmayeur and the main summit. Twenty minutes after arriving at 
the col, at 11.20 a.m., we were on Mont Blanc, having taken 5 hours 
50 minutes.

The descent, with a sea of cloud below and blue windswept sky 
above, was indeed exhilarating. At least, it was as far as the Col du 
Dome, after which we began to meet softer snow and to feel the 
effects of wind and sun on our faces. From the Dome du Gouter we 
traversed the Pointe 4153 and descended to the Col des Aiguilles 
Crises, from where a short descent set us on the Glacier du Dome. 
We were now of course reversing the normal Dome hut ascent route 
for Mont Blanc. Soon we passed the Dome hut itself before climbing 
down a rock buttress to the Glacier de Miage which took us back to 
the car.

So ended an easy but memorable route.
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BACK TO THE BEN   COUNT DOWN TO ZERO
ROGER WALLIS

It had been a splendid week, fine weather with sunshine every 
day and cold freezing nights, and Ben Nevis was in superb condition. 
Malcolm Cochran and I had enjoyed classics such as North-East 
Buttress and Comb Gully, and newer climbs on the North-East Face, 
Cresta and Slalom, with one gem of a route, No. 2 Gully Buttress. 
The one really poor day we had fled up Tower Ridge in under two 
hours, including stops to photograph Cochran; this information is not 
intended to begin a discussion over the mean time for Tower Ridge 
in winter but to show that we were enjoying ourselves, that is, 
climbing well in perfect conditions. However, these climbs were not 
the object of the exercise, which was to climb Zero Gully.

It's partly the name, of course, abrupt or evocative like Spectre 
or Dwm, but unlike these climbs which are known entities with 
guidebook descriptions for all to read, Zero is dismissed as "not 
climbed throughout". Zero was mystical to us southerners; it was, 
with Point 5, one of the two great modern winter gully climbs of 
Ben Nevis. Numerous household-name climbers had failed to climb 
it throughout the winters of the 1950's; indeed, Hamish Maclnnes 
claimed it was his property because so much of his property was in it! 
He had even abseiled down most of its 1,200 feet to inspect it from 
above. Finally in the golden spring of 1957 the cordee of Tom Patey, 
Graeme Nicol and Maclnnes (his seventh attempt) succeeded in 
climbing the route in six and a half hours, a time which surprised all 
of them, using pegs, screws, crampons, hammers and north wall axes. 
In 1960 Robin Smith and Jimmy Marshal), the then masters of the 
Ben, left one day at 2.00 p.m. and arrived on the summit eleven hours 
later, thus making the second ascent.

It was now the winter of 1963 and we had limited technical 
knowledge of the route, but little is needed. As one looks leftwards 
from the door of the C.I.C. the profile of the N.E. Buttress rises in two 
mighty surges and terminates a vast expanse of 70 degree rock known 
as the Orion Face. Down this more or less featureless expanse sweep 
rivulets of clear ice which coalesce high above at the Basin, a declivity 
in the face. To the right a long chunky rock buttress flares out very 
high on the face; this is Observatory Ridge. The left wall of 
Observatory Ridge runs into the Orion face at a narrow angle and the 
edge of the ridge overhangs the wall to enclose an enormous dark 
cavern of icy stalactites. Zero rises through this in one triumphant 
step, an enormous vertical coffer of green ice. Above this the gully 
continues to rise in a series of steps until it merges with the Obser 
vatory Ridge at a point 600 feet below the top of the climb, where the 
gully becomes a long grey ribbon of snow ice. ,. ,,. - . ,.,,,,
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For us the weather looked unpromising, with a dark mist filling 
Coire na Ciste, the silence being broken by dripping, melting sounds 
and the snow turning to slush. We watched the Orion face turn from 
green, to white, to grey, to black, and felt we needed a miracle. As we 
watched, it happened; the wind backed round to N.E., the temperature 
dropped and the drips from the roof froze solid. Our moment had 
come.

By now it was 11.00 a.m. and no time to lose, and so we chose the 
second method of Scottish winter climbing, for instead of taking extra 
food, clothing, torches and climbing gear we followed the motto, go 
light, go fast. For Malcolm this was easy, for as all his friends know 
he does not actually own any climbing gear, or for that matter any 
clothes either. The change meant that instead of carrying all my 
two sets of gear up I left the lot in the hut, and we left with two bars of 
chocolate, crampons, long old fashioned axes, one peg hammer, four 
pegs and no extra clothing   lightly clad indeed for 1,200 feet of ice.

We began across the familiar slope to the base of Observatory 
Gully and then traversed left below Observatory Ridge and slowly 
zig-zagged up an ever steepening cone of snow to the foot of Zero. 
The count-down was over. From here it is hardly a gully at all; 
instead it is an enormous V-corner, the initial and major difficulty 
being a gigantic vertical step covered in a thick coating of greeny-grey 
water ice. This was an obvious pitch to miss, so I volunteered to lead 
Pitch One, which went up to the left and then traversed into the 
bowels of the great ice wall.

I thanked heaven we were leading through, and began to pray that 
Malcolm would make it in one excruciating 120-foot lead. The ice wall 
steepened up, and for ninety feet of furious physical effort his body 
hung from one step, itself a major feat. He then went on to cut the 
next step and then the next, the axe swinging far out from his body, 
nerves tingling as axe met ice. Through the endless barrage of ice 
chips I attempted to keep up an enthusiastic report to encourage the 
aching shoulders and calves above me. Eventually a slight ramp led 
out to the left and at last he could stop and belay. We had gained 
150 feet, with over 1,000 still to go.

I joined Malcolm feeling exhausted, with hands bleeding and yet 
frozen solid. I felt dull and uninterested although the wind was pulling 
and dragging at us, the mist swirling up and around us. We were 
alone, accompanied only by the chattering of chunks of debris 
falling from high above. I muttered my thanks for a wonderful lead, 
but as Male was already getting cold I had to be on my way.

Malcolm's pitch bad been one of elegant simplicity, but now the 
line of Zero, so obviously from below, had receded in clarity when we
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arrived. From our ramp, icy grooves led steeply and uninvitingly up 
into the gloom and eventually into the Basin high on the Orion face, 
but to the right across an undercut rib lay the true continuation of 
our gully which lay suspended, a river of ice, above the impressive void.

After a few tentative whacks I suddenly began to enjoy the climb, 
and so leaning into the little rib I hewed a line of steps over the 
intervening bulge of ice and began to clear the rib from slightly above. 
No longer was the work just the sullen effort of gaining height; now 
there was room to pick and choose, there was satisfaction in delicate 
touches, in the placing of minute one-point holds, in the positioning 
and spacing of steps up, down, and across little ribs and grooves in 
the knowledge that it was very steep and that the ice was too thin for 
ice pegs but too thick for rock pegs   and yet the steps were all in 
balance. Eventually I was again making headway up the main line 
of the gully, and then came a moment of annoyance as my 120-foot 
lead out ended.

Malcolm rushed past and furiously attacked the next problem, an 
enormous bulge of ice spilling sideways across the gully. Left, right, 
and left again, two brilliant moves and the impasse was behind. 
My belay was comfortable, tucked neatly out of the line of fire, so 
Malcolm could continue with the work while I could relax and stare 
across the Orion face soaring away to the left and above the Minus 
Grooves. A break in the skyline above, perhaps the Man Trap on 
N.E. Buttress, and below us the drop building up fast; unlike Comb 
or Glovers where the eye is led downhill along a connecting ribbon of 
snow, here we were much nearer the vertical, and below us just 
darkness and below that the Allt a'Mhuilinn.

At 3.00 p.m., at the end of Malcolm's lead, we were still only a 
third of the way. The long ice grooves seemed to go on for ever, and a 
vertical twenty foot step slowed me right down and showed me how 
tired I was. Each step took as much time, care and energy as the last, 
and we never seemed to draw up and level with either the Man Trap 
or the Basin. A couple of errors in route finding were made and our 
confidence began to drain away, and the climb seemed far too long 
to enjoy.

Then suddenly at the top of another long 120 feet of hard 
cutting we reached the filigree necklace of delicately etched snow which 
connects the top of Observatory Ridge to Zero, and at last we were on 
familiar ground. It was 5.00 p.m. and almost 600 feet to the top, the 
climb having taken almost six hours. Two years previously, armed 
only with axes, this next section had itself taken six long weary hours, 
but now armed with lobster claws and twelve inch draggers in our 
left hands and axe picks in our right, we lowered our noses to the 
snow and literally ran up the sixty degree snow-ice runnel. Twenty 
minutes later we were 600 feet higher and careered through the non 
existent cornice. The third ascent of Zero Gully was over.
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STORM ON THE BIANCOGRAT
RAY HANDLEY

When the Oread decided to hold a meet in the Bernina group last 
year, Derek Burgess and I decided we should give the more popular 
Alpine centres a miss and join it. We were particularly attracted by 
the nearness of the Badile and the chance of breaking new ground.

We arrived in St. Moritz in time to hear that England had won the 
World Cup and we knew at last why in every village we drove through 
we received the 'thumbs-up' sign. The weather had been and still was 
very indifferent; one day fine, the next snowing. We did a few training 
climbs, one being the Piz Morterasch which gave a very impressive 
view of the Biancograt ridge of the Piz Bernina.

We set off as a large party towards the end of the second week 
bound for the Tschierva Hut, from which we intended to attempt the 
traverse of the Piz Scerscen and the Piz Bernina, ascending the Ice Nose 
on the former and descending the Biancograt on the latter. When we 
arrived at the hut, there was a mixed school party in residence, who 
were to keep us awake most of the night until Digger Williams, unable 
to contain himself any more, sat bolt upright in bed loudly mouthing 
foul German oaths. With much grumbling we all tumbled out of bed 
at 1.00 a.m.; this is the time on any alpine climb when I wonder 
whether it is all really necessary, and ask myself why I am not lying 
on some sundrenched beach, surrounded by glorious females.

Derek, who is always anxious to be away first, set the pace, and 
forcing a dry crust of bread down a dry throat we stumbled off into the 
cold darkness. I slowly became aware that the stars were out, but this 
did not help my temper as I staggered from one boulder to the next. 
After an age of going up and down and skirting a large rognon we 
stepped thankfully on to the glacier. Suddenly it was light enough to 
see the way ahead and trace the route; to the right lay the Piz Roseg 
to which the rest of our party were making their way. Our route lay 
straight ahead for a quarter of a mile over the Tschierva Glacier, then 
to rear itself abruptly on to the ridge and flatten out again before 
rearing more steeply up the Ice Nose. Beyond that, all was hidden.

Even so, this is the time that one begins to enjoy the thought of 
the climb. We strapped on our crampons, bid bon voyage to our 
friends, and stepped out across the glacier. We quickly reached the 
point where we had to break to the left to climb steep snow to the 
ridge. This proved quite straightforward, and after a bit of mixed 
work we found ourselves at the foot of our first difficulty, the Ice Nose. 
This is of a most peculiar nature and is the only reasonable way on 
to the summit neve of the Scerscen; some years it overhangs, but this 
year we were lucky as it was only vertical for a section of about 100 feet,
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and then lay back at about 70 degrees. However, this was not what 
we were thinking when we stood at its foot, and Derek prepared 
himself to attack while I found a convenient stance and clipped on to 
a peg. One of the snags of steep ice is that it takes a long time to cut 
hand and foot holds, the ice cut away usually hitting the Second, and 
this was no exception. I spent a very cold twenty minutes or so 
dodging ice chippings, alone with my thoughts which weren't very 
pleasant. Suddenly there was a sickening crack and groan under my 
feet. I shouted up to Derek, "This thing's collapsing   let's get off!" 
He looked at me without speaking, and carried on. There is always 
a time on an alpine climb where the wrong decision means the 
difference between failure and success, and the choice is so marginal 
that a piece of paper will not go in between. This to me is what 
makes a good alpinist, particularly on big climbs, and this is why I 
like climbing with people like Derek and Ray Colledge, who make the 
right decisions. Derek had found a stance, clipped to a peg, and I 
moved up, balancing from hold to hold. It was cold on the hands 
and the footholds seemed wide apart, the pegs he had placed seemed 
reluctant to come out and one channel just refused to budge. After 
some interesting climbing I joined Derek at the top of the steep section 
on a small stance he had carved out of the wall. We quickly changed 
places, and he moved up another sixty feet to where the angle 
relented; I quickly followed, leading through to the lip of the plateau.

We were now in the sun and had to tramp across the plateau for 
some distance before climbing steeply up snow on to the crest of the 
ridge. The views were magnificent, and we could see the route on the 
Piz Roseg which our friends were climbing. In the still atmosphere 
we could distinctly hear shouts and yodels; the weather was still fine 
with a light trace of cloud, before us stretched our ridge leading to 
the Piz Bernina and behind us lay the summit of the Scerscen. 
Examination of the ridge was not encouraging; it was a tightrope 
between heaven and earth. Vertical on one side and about 60 degrees 
on the other, the snow had the consistency of icing sugar, but the big 
problem was the gendarmes. These stretched one after the other like 
a switchback and were covered with powder snow. However, to rest 
was not to conquer, so with some misgivings we pressed on.

The first section was not too bad, but at last we reached the first 
tower. To get to its foot meant a steep descent on the crest of the 
ridge with variations on the vertical side where our ice axes were 
practically useless. We descended and moved one at a time, stopping 
only where a rock poked its head out. The ridge proved to be the very 
devil, as for every tower passed there was always one worse immed 
iately after. I remember one place in particular, a descent into a br6che 
of about a hundred feet coupled with the ascent of some 250 feet to
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the top of the next tower. We accomplished this by tying two 120-foot 
ropes together; I clipped into a piton at the top of the tower we were 
on, Derek then descended down a steep wall of tottering snow and 
then climbed the gendarme, which was rock finely sugared with snow. 
We were really gripped.

However, all good things come to an end, and finally only a short 
descent and a difficult traverse lay between us and the col leading up 
to the Piz Bernina. It had taken us four hours.

What we had not noticed during all this time was the steady 
deterioration of the weather. We now noticed the ominous clouds 
about and pressed on quickly up a steep ice slope to the ridge which 
is the ordinary route on the Piz Bernina. When we did this ridge some 
days earlier it was covered with people but today we raced to the top, 
skirting the gendarme from which two Germans had fallen a day or 
two before.

We reached the summit at 5.00 p.m. From here we could easily 
retrace our steps and stay the night in an Italian hut or, as we wished 
to do, descend the Biancograt. This ridge consists mainly of a snow 
arete, but the top section was again rock towers. We had had good 
views of the route from our other ridge, and as people had been going 
up it during the day steps would be available. I felt we should go to 
the Italian hut, but Derek was for the Biancograt. The weather was 
threatening, and it was late.

If there is a difference of opinion and you give way, you must 
always throw yourself into the decision. This is what we both now did; 
the rock was not difficult, just time consuming. A few hundred feet 
below the summit we met a belated party of three going up, but we 
did not stop as they had time and we did not. Ten minutes later, hell 
broke loose; I have only been in an electrical storm once before and 
that was on Scafell. I have always been afraid at even the thought of 
one, but here we were right in the middle. The air became deadly 
still, a phosphorescent glow seemed to enclose us, when flash! bang! 
it had started.

Our immediate reaction was to get below the ridge, leaving the 
axes where they were, as we clung on our tower. Commonsense then 
returned; we could not stay there as darkness was not far off. We 
decided to move down as fast as possible, the storm lending wings to 
our feet. We quickly descended first one and then another gendarme, 
the storm seemingly receding as we concentrated on the job in hand. 
At last we dropped on to the snow at the top of the arete; the storm 
had passed, leaving in its wake quietly falling snow, with visibility 
down to five yards. We cramponned up and moved quickly to the 
top of the arete, where we found footsteps which we followed, moving 
together and at speed. As darkness approached, we knew we were
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safe, but not off; we missed a slight detour in the route which cost 
us a valuable half hour, and my cartledge had jumped out.

Rough treatment soon put the latter right, but we could not regain 
the former. We thought of a bivouac, but decided to press on while 
what light there was remained. I slid down a chimney and thought 
I could see the col. It looked a long way off, but after traversing for 
fifty feet I found myself above it. The time was 8.30 p.m.

The descent of the couloir was interminable. My torch packed 
up and we had to move one at a time, but we were happy, and very 
tired. We had made the right decisions; how right, who can tell?
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CLIMBING IN NEW ZEALAND
J. N. JOLLY

Most literature concerned with climbing in New Zealand 
describes ascents in the Mount Cook region, and whereas this is 
undoubtedly the mecca of New Zealand climbing it is in some ways 
not typical. Commercialisation has brought an alpine village not far 
from the terminal moraines of the glaciers and ski planes transport the 
climber from his car to within about an hour's walk of a high hut. 
In all other regions the approach to the mountains is characterised 
by accessibility, a few hours' car ride from the South Island cities, but 
day long or more tramps to the climbing base.

The valleys of the central South Island to the east of the Main 
Divide are wide, and their floors stone-covered often from side to side. 
The beautiful bush which is the dominating natural vegetation of New 
Zealand is largely burnt off from the valley sides. However, nearer the 
heads of the valleys it is usually present, and in these parts consists 
of beech forest with little secondary growth. On the western side of the 
divide the vegetation changes abruptly and is dense rain forest. The 
valleys here are narrow with steep sides, gorges and waterfalls abound 
and the river beds are often boulder-filled. Further south on the 
eastern side the valleys are narrower, and grassy flats and bush take 
the place of stony wastes on the valley floor. The valley sides are 
steeper and the term 'vertical bush' comes surprisingly close to the 
truth.

My first trip into the Alps was up a stone-bedded valley, the 
Waimakariri, in the Arthur's Pass National Park. The trip proved to 
be an excellent introduction to the changing moods of the New 
Zealand weather and rivers. The railway makes its sole sortie into the 
mountains and through them to the west coast, following the 
Waimakariri for much of the way on the eastern side of the divide. 
We left Christchurch at 7.00 p.m. on the Friday night and tumbled 
out on to the track at 10.30 p.m. at Klondyke Corner where the rail 
way leaves the valley for its final assault on the tunnel beneath 
Arthur's Pass. We donned our sacks and set off on the two hour walk 
to the first hut. It was a beautiful starlit night, but my companions, 
noting the warm wind, muttered "Nor'Wester   should have gone 
to that party ..."

Next morning we set off on a further two-hour walk to the next 
hut. Being late summer there was little snow on these six- and seven- 
thousand foot mountains, but there was now an overcast of high cloud 
and by the time we reached the hut it was raining. The rain continued 
steadily for two days, and on the Monday we decided to retreat down 
the valley before this became impossible. On reaching the edge of the 
bush in which the hut was situated we were confronted with an
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awesome sight; the knee-deep river we had forded and travelled beside 
on the way up was now a surging, boiling mass of brown water 
stretching from side to side of the valley and half a mile wide in parts. 
Each side creek presented a major obstacle to our progress, and they 
were crossed by various mutual support methods, such as gripping 
one's own ice axe and the ends of one's neighbour's to form a long rigid 
pole, each time hoping that the ominous rumblings beneath were 
only small boulders rolling. It took us ten hours of hard work to 
reach the railway.

The Arthur's Pass National Park is one of the few areas within 
easy reach of Christchurch for weekend climbing. The Rome Ridge 
of Mt. Rolleston (7,453 feet) provides one excellent climb. One 
weekend last spring we left the hut in the township at 6.00 a.m. and 
headed off up the road, shortly to branch off up a bush track. After 
an hour we reached the bushline and the snow; a brief struggle with 
crampon straps and we were away again. Another hour saw us splay- 
footing gingerly along a horizontal snow arete; from here we dropped 
down on the n6ve of a hanging glacier and sidled round to the Rome 
Gap. Here the angle of the ridge steepens and finally culminates in 
the Low Peak.

Leaving the gap is the main problem, as the steep snow is often 
sloppy and with a somewhat doubtful grip on the rock beneath. 
Once over this the ridge curves upwards, and we pigeon-holed in the 
softening snow. The view to either side was magnificent; on the right 
looking down on the ski huts on the far side of the Pass, far behind 
and below us the Crow Valley with, at its foot, a glimpse of the 
Waimakariri, and away to our left the peaks arranged around the head 
of the Waimakariri Valley, A final nasty little snow chimney and 
we were on the Low Peak.

All of us had climbed the High Peak recently, and so instead we 
decided to go and have a look at a camp site used in a big mountain 
search the previous winter   a much more hospitable looking place 
in the sunshine than it had been then. Leaving the summit we headed 
off down to the Pass and a laze in the warm sun before following the 
road down to the township.

Another weekend haunt, although from Christchurch more often 
a long weekend, is the Arrowsmith Mountains. During the four hour 
walk to the hut we saw evidence of considerable erosion along the 
valley, with extensive scree slopes and large shingle fans at the foot of 
each side creek. Two days of storm followed, but on the third the 
optimist among us arose to find a starlit sky. After much bleary 
fumbling around and chattering of primuses we were away for Mt.
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Tent, about 8,000 feet. We scrambled up over the moraine wall and 
then picked our way up the boulder-strewn creek bed. We carried on 
up the creek bed for an hour or so until we had passed the summit 
of our mountain on our left. We then cramponned up snowfields and 
picked a likely looking gully that penetrated the bluffs below the 
summit ridge. Progress was slow up this steep gully, which had short 
vertical ice steps dispersed along it. Confronted with a typically rotten 
rock wall, I was told that this was my speciality and was given the lead 
whilst my companions took cover. This wall was followed by much 
delicate scrambling about, and finally, committing myself to a 
particularly shattered lump of rock I was quite surprised to be over it 
without bombarding my companions below. After another tricky 
snow pitch we reached easier ground and the summit was soon gained. 
The other ropes in the party had found an easier route, and after a 
photographic stop we followed them down gratefully.

Climbing in New Zealand goes on throughout the twelve months 
of the year, though more and more climbers are taking to the luxuries 
of the ski fields in the winter months.
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M.A.M. MEET IN THE BRENTA GROUP, 1966

WALTER REIZES-RE1D

Our base is the camping site at Molveno, nicely situated on the 
lake shore, with level ground, hot and cold showers, swimming, 
boating, tennis courts, children's playground and juke box; very 
crowded, very noisy.

Enough members have arrived by Sunday morning to decide on an 
early start to the Tosa hut. We leave at 3.00 p.m. The first part of the 
route is very enjoyable, but then we leave the chairlift and begin to 
walk. The party soon splits up; some are less unfit than others. 
We all manage to reach the hut before nightfall; it is crowded, there is 
no more room in the matratzenlager, so it means posh quarters for 
us   sheets, pillow cases, 1,000 Lire.

Early on Monday morning our scout reports mist and rain, so 
we decide to wait. The weather clears at lunchtime and we get up. 
For some a grade III climb, the south-west ridge of the Croz del 
Rifugio, a handsome little peak facing the hut, ideal for an off-day. 
For others just pottering about and prospecting the route for the next 
day.

Tuesday dawns fine and we set off to traverse the Cima Tosa 
(3,173 m.), the highest peak of the group, with reputedly fine views 
from the top. An easy path over screes at first, then up a little 
snowfield to reach the col and the east ridge. Here we catch up with 
a party of French climbers; their rope technique is quite startling and 
we fear they will hold us up and pelt us with boulders. Consternation, 
followed by discussion of alternative routes and food. By now the 
Frenchmen are out of sight and we set off. The ridge is a grade II 
climb of 1,000 feet in a fine situation, easy and enjoyable. A big 
gendarme is turned on the left; the guide book recommends a snow 
gully to regain the ridge but the snow is very hard and we take to 
the rocks on the right, which are a bit loose and somewhat harder 
than before. Pleasant tinkle of stones on crash helmets. Soon we are 
back on the ridge again, the end of the rock climbing. A walk from 
here on over gently rising snowslopes; the sunshine has given way to 
thick mist and we plod on. Eventually we notice we are plodding 
downhill and must have overshot the top. We find a ridge going down, 
very messy and obviously the wrong one. Out come maps and compass; 
we find two more wrong ridges, return to the snow, pick up some 
tracks, brilliantly deduce they are our own, follow them back and 
identify what must be the top by some litter on the snow. Tracks are 
found leading off to the right, followed by a line of huge cairns, and 
with visibility improving and a final 100 feet wall we are safely down. 
No views from the top, no views of the top, but a good mountaineering 
day.
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Back to the hut for dinner. More members have arrived from 
base, too late to get bunks. Only table space left, free of charge, very 
hard and conducive to an early start on Wednesday morning to walk 
along the Via delle Bocchette to the Tuckett hut and down to Molveno. 
This is a spectacular path following natural ledges connected by 
ladders and wooden planks, quite exposed in parts but well spliced 
with fixed ropes. It runs right through the Brenta massif through 
memorable scenery and glorious weather. From the Tuckett hut Helen 
discovers a short cut to Molveno; the path is rough and overgrown, 
seemingly unused for generations, but it leads in the right direction and 
the party arrives back in camp happy and footsore.

Next morning is spent in camp, swimming, sunbathing, eating, 
drinking and idle enjoyment. The meet leader decides a snow slog is 
indicated and we leave that same afternoon for the Adamello, a 
group of granite peaks some thirty miles away. One hour on main 
roads, two hours on a rough track through the remote, beautiful and 
reputedly bear-infested Val di Geneva takes us to the point where we 
leave the cars and amble up to the Rifugio Mandron, the rucksacks 
following on the supply lift. It is quite a new hut   not crowded and 
good food.

At the early start in the darkness the path is easy to lose and 
difficult to find again, but we manage after a fashion. We meet a party 
of two descending, informing us that terrible storm is imminent; they 
are carrying a barometer which has been falling steadily ever since 
they started climbing. It is too early in the morning to explain   we 
wish them a safe descent and press on. We take to the glacier too soon 
below the icefall, and strenuously climb a crumbly moraine to regain 
the glacier higher up. Here is sunrise, good firm snow, a very gentle 
slope and delightful scenery. The sun gets higher, the snow softer, 
the slope steeper, but the scenery is still delightful. The party becomes 
very strung out; our objective Adamello (3,554 m.) comes in sight at 
last and we make a final scramble up the summit ridge to the snowy 
top. It is an excellent viewpoint, well worth the journey. We decide 
to rope up for the descent; the snow seems very soft now, the sun very 
hot and glacier interminable. It is quite safe though, only Peter 
manages to find a crevasse for Helen to sink into. We are back at 
the hut at 5.00 p.m. for refreshments and carry on down to the cars. 
The promised storm breaks at last, and we arrive back in camp after 
dark.

Saturday is a rest day in camp, well earned and necessary. Sore 
feet and burnt skin require attention, supplies have to be replenished 
and swimming, rowing, eating and drinking make a pleasant change 
from snow slogging. Sunday is a confused sort of day. Three parties 
set off for the Tosa hut, but thunderstorms break during the afternoon.
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Party No. 1 reaches the hut, soaked to the skin. Party No. 2 gets 
about half way up, thinks better of it and descends again, soaked to 
the skin. Party No. 3 reaches the bar at the top of the chairlift, 
decides to sit out the storm and descends dry. There should be a moral 
in this somewhere.

Next day we are off to the Tosa hut again, and on the way we 
meet members of Party No. 1, descending after a climb on the 
Sfulmini. Two have to go home early, so Peter just nips down to 
change some money and buy some wine to take up to the hut again 
the same evening   a good man to have around.

Tuesday sees us on the Cima Margharita, a small peak next to the 
Cima Tosa. Three ropes climb the Via Videsott, a grade III climb on 
the south-west face. It is a pleasant route, following a diagonal 
crack to a point half-way up the face and continuing through chimneys 
and cracks straight to the top. The face looks very steep but there is 
surprisingly little exposure and the climbing is nowhere hard.

Wednesday we get up early, eager to come to grips with the 
Campanile Basso. We can't get away as planned, as the guardian 
refuses to make hot water before 7.00 a.m., and since British climbers 
are apparently unable to function without a morning cup of tea we 
decide to wait. 8.30 a.m. sees us at the foot of our peak; it is a beautiful 
rock tower, vertical or overhanging on all sides. Some routes look 
very interesting but rather intimidating, and we gladly settle for the 
Via Normale. Even that has two pitches of grade IV, and almost circles 
right round to find the line of least resistance. Easy climbing up the 
rampart leads to the first hard pitch on the south face, the Pooli wall, 
which is steep and has plenty of pitons. A short traverse on to the east 
face is followed by easier ground to a chimney. This does not present 
much of a problem unless one is facing the wrong way, in which case 
it can become the crux of the climb, according to one opinion. The 
chimney leads to a wide horizontal ledge and pleasant walk follows 
along this across the whole north face to a series of cracks on the west 
side. These are climbed to a small platform called Albergo di Sole   
aptly named, for the sun was almost too hot for comfort and not a 
cloud in the sky. A short traverse on to the north face again to the 
other hard pitch, the Ampferer wall, which is very exposed, delicate 
and well pegged. Styles of climbing become more careful, faces are 
set hard with concentration and idle Irish chatter ceases. Only a few 
more easy steps now to the roomy summit; we have a perfect day, 
wonderful views to the snow peaks of the Ortler and Adamello and 
far beyond. The descent is a series of abseils and traverses and quite 
amusing. Rope technique can be quite hilarious; speed, after all, is 
not really essential. We get down just as it is getting dark, having
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enjoyed every minute of it, and as Stuart aptly remarks, made the 
most of the available daylight.

Next day most of us decide to rest on our laurels, sleep late, and 
walk leisurely back to camp, photographing flowers and finishing the 
rest of the wine on the way. Tom and Peter, the energetic ones, 
climbed the Torre Brenta via the west wall, a very good route of grade 
IV to V. A hectic evening is then spent trying to work out who had 
what at the hut and owes how much to whom.

One more day in camp, with numbers dwindling steadily, until 
finally only a lone couple is left to continue their interrupted honey 
moon in peace.
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OFFICIAL OPENING OF LOW HOUSE
JOHN G. BROWN

Members and friends of the M.A.M. numbering sixty-one (their 
names are inscribed in the Low House Register) attended a short 
ceremony at 12 noon in the forecourt, in unusually mild and dry 
weather conditions.

The President called upon A. H. (Peter) Robinson, Immediate 
Past President, to open the house. In a short speech Mr. Robinson 
paid a much-deserved tribute to all members of working parties who 
had devoted so much time, energy and skill into converting Low 
House for our purposes, and to the very large number of members 
who had contributed financially and in many other ways, and without 
whom it would not have been possible to buy and equip the property. 
He also welcomed our tenants, Mrs. King and Mr. Ridgeway and 
another Conistonian, Mr. Roe, and thanked them for the many 
kindnesses they have shown to our members.

Recalling that Glan Dena was opened twenty-one years earlier, 
in 1945, Mr. Robinson said it was a special pleasure to see a number 
of members present who appear on the photograph of the Glan Dena 
opening ceremony. Those who provided the Association with Glan 
Dena had done so without thought of benefit for themselves. What 
they had done was for future generations to enjoy. The same un 
selfish spirit surrounded the Low House project. Evidence of this was 
now before us   Low House itself on which so much hard work had 
been done by our working parties. Mr. Robinson made special 
reference to the highly efficient organisation of the work programme 
by our Warden, Eddie Hambly.

He then proceeded to open the front door with a 'gold key' and 
after a suitable pause for photographs, led the way into the House 
where everyone signed the Register and paid their dues. The party 
then adjourned to the Sun Hotel where a truly magnificent Buffet 
lunch was enjoyed by all, and indeed this might have continued 
throughout the afternoon if we had not been reminded of further 
celebrations to follow later in the day. Back then to rendezvous at 
Low House from where parties walked off in various directions to 
work up an appetite for the evening.

Forty members and friends sat down to Dinner at the Old 
Dungeon Ghyll at 7.00 p.m., and Sid Cross and his wife and staff had 
obviously taken pains to put on a show worthy of the occasion. 
In a short informal speech Mr. Robinson said how much he appre 
ciated being given the privilege of performing the opening cemerony 
of Low House and concluded by proposing the toast of the President 
and Mrs. Brown. The President, almost speechless after his efforts 
at the M.A.M. Dinner the previous week, thanked Mr. and Mrs. Cross 
for the excellent dinner arrangements provided by them and their staff. 
The party went on until the small hours!
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The Concourse at the Opening 

Mr. A. H. Robinson Unveils

John G. Brown 

John G. Brown
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Kinderscout Downfall in Spate (see page 39)
Erie Byne
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WALKING IN THE PEAK
ERIC BYNE

The publication of "High Peak" (the history of walking and 
climbing in the Peak District) written by myself and Geoffrey Sutton, 
has had the unexpected effect of triggering off an enthusiasm amongst 
Gritstone climbers for long distance walking. More and more 
climbers are now turning their attention to the great classic "bogtrots", 
if only to see if they can emulate the feats of the 'great ones' of the 
past. This is a good thing, if only because it leads to a greater know 
ledge of what is one of the most fascinating areas of high moorland 
in the country.

In view of this increased interest it is possible that the brief details 
which follow will be of interest to those members of the M.A.M. 
who, looking for a mountaineering change, or a "get fit for the 
Alps system", might be contemplating a bash over the hills.

If doing so, it is important to note that strong boots, windproof 
clothing, a compass, and a Peak District Tourist Ordnance Survey 
map are essentials. One should be fully prepared for all emergencies 
and for sudden changes of weather. Conditions can quite often change 
from bright sunlight to thick mist, and vice-versa. In torrential rain 
the beds of brooks dropping down from the plateau should not be 
ascended or descended, especially on Kinderscout. The peaty summits 
collect water which quite often is released suddenly into brooks thus 
forming a tidal wave, from the unexpected onslaught of which more 
than one group of climbers or walkers have been swept off their feet.

If leading a party over these high moors during poor weather, it 
is essential that the slowest member of the party should never be left 
behind. A twist in a peat trench and he can be lost. There have been 
fatal tragedies through this oversight. Commonsense and the usual 
mountaineering precautions will usually bring any party safely through 
the most trying circumstances, providing one remembers that it is 
better to abandon a walk before exhaustion is complete, than to push 
on in order to bolster ones pride. These walks then are a mountain 
eering challenge to anyone who never has attempted them, and the 
list given here is perhaps the only such list to have been so far com 
piled. It is not complete. It is not meant to be; it does however 
give the majority of the great walks and that is the main thing.

The Great Walks and Bogtrots 
THE MARSDEN TO EDALE
Route: Marsden, Wessenden Valley, Isle of Skye Inn, Black Hill, 
Laddow, Crowden, Wildboar Clough, Bleaklow Head, (or Black Hill, 
Pikenaze Moor, George and Dragon, Stable Clough, Bleaklow Head), 
Devils Dyke, Doctors Gate, Thomason's Hollow, Featherbed Moss, 
Kinder Edge or Fairbrook Naze, Grindsbrook, Edale. 
Approximate distance 23 miles.
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Originator Ross Evans (Date unknown   before 1906).
COLNE TO EDALE
Route: Colne, Hebden Bridge, Blackstone Edge, Isle of Skye Inn,
Black Hill, Bleaklow, Kinderscout, Edale.
Approximate distance 43 miles.
Originator   Cecil Dawson and the '94th', about 1906.

COLNE TO BUXTON
Route: Colne, Hebden Bridge, Blackstone Edge, Black Hill, Bleaklow,
Kinderscout, Doveholes, Buxton.
Distance approximately 5 1 miles.
Originators   Cecil Dawson, Harry Summersgill, Frank Summersgill
  about 1910. Repeated in 1918 by Eustace Thomas and Norman
Begg in the time of 17 hours 57 minutes.

THE DERWENT WATERSHED
Route: Yorkshire Bridge Inn, Win Hill Summit, Lose Hill, Mam Tor, 
Rushup Edge, Brown Knoll, Kinderlow, Kinder Gates, The Downfall, 
Mill Hill, Ashop Head, Moss Castle, Featherbed Moss, Snake Road, 
Alport Low, Bleaklow Head, Bleaklow Hill, Bleaklow Stones, Swains 
Head, Featherbed Moss, Rocking Stones, Margery Hill, Back Tor, 
Derwent Edge, Strines Edge, Stanage End, High Neb, Bamford Edge, 
Yorkshire Bridge Inn. 
Distance 37| miles.
Originators   Eustace Thomas, Norman Begg, A. Schaanning, 
William Walker, William Humphry   11 hours 39 minutes for 
Thomas and Begg, 12 hours 20 minutes for the rest; date 1918.

HEBDEN BRIDGE TO EDALE
Route: As on 'Colne to Edale'.
Distance 38 miles.
First done within the 12 hours by Eustace Thomas, Jack Harris,
T. Arnfield, H. Summersgill, Nick Freedman, H. Oilliat and others,
in 1923.

THREE TUNNEL WALK
Route: Colborne (Edale Chinley tunnel), Kinderscout, Bleaklow,
Woodhead Tunnel, and Diggle (Diggle Marsden).
Originator   Nell Ross of Manchester Rambling Club. (Date
unknown   before 1919).

Night Walk
Snake, Bleaklow, Crowden, 'Floating

EDALE TO HEBDEN BRIDGE -
Route: Edale, Kinderscout,
Light', Hebden Bridge.
Distance 38 miles.
Originators   Fred Heardman, Donald T. Berwick, April, 1922.
Time   9 hours actual walking time.
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THE THREE INNS
Route: Whaley Bridge, Cat and Fiddle, Snake, Isle of Skye, Marsden.
Distance about 45 miles.
Originators   Fred Heardman, Donald Berwick, H. E. Wild, 1922.
Very black night, slashing rain. Wild retired at Crowden. No time
taken.
THE DOUBLE MARSDEN TO EDALE
Route: Edale, Kinderscout, Bleaklow, Black Hill, Marsden and return.
Distance about 45 miles.
Originated by Fred Heardman in 1923. No time taken. Repeated on
9th December, 1950, by V. Desmond, J. Harvey and E. W. Courtenay,
in 19 hours. In September, 1953, Desmond and Courtenay traversed
this exacting route in the remarkably fast time of 12 hours 55 minutes.
GLOSSOP TO LANGSETT
A famous Saturday afternoon winter bogtrot over Bleaklow;
popular ever since 1906.
COLNE TO ROWSLEY
Route: Colne, Hebden Bridge, Marsden, Black Hill, Milton Lodge,
Margery Hill, Abbey Brook, Derwent Edge, Stanage, Longshaw,
Froggatt Edge, Baslow Edge, Baslow, Chatsworth Park, Rowsley.
Distance 70 miles.
Originators   Fred Heardman, John Firth Burton and Harold
Gerrard. (Gerrard dropped out at Stanage owing to knee trouble).
Date  March, 1926. Time   27| hours.
COLNE TO MATLOCK
Route: An extension of the Colne to Rowsley.    
Distance 75 miles.
Originator   H. Gilliat, 1927. Time   well under 24 hours.
PENISTONE TO ASHBOURNE .
A mixture of moorland and road walking.
Distance 50 miles.
Originators   A. W. Bridge and Ben Bennett, 1927 (?). Time  
10 hours 20 minutes.
COLNE TO SHEFFIELD
Route: Colne, Hebden Bridge, Marsden, Black Hill, Laddow,
Wildboar Clough, Bleaklow, Featherbed Moss, Kinderscout, Four
Jack's Cabin, Croosktone Knoll, Win Hill, Yorkshire Bridge, Stanage,
Redmires, Fulwood.
Approximate distance 60 miles.
Originators   C. Moyer and Eric Byne, April, 1932.
THE FOUR INNS
Route: Cat and Fiddle, Snake, Flouch, Isle of Skye. 
Distance about 45 miles. ' ' '   
Originators unknown. Usual times   around 20 hours. ; lf
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THE "16" STONES
Route: Edale, Grindsbrook, Kinder Gate Stones, Kinder Edge, 
Featherbed Moss, Doctors Gate, Shelfstones, Hernstones, Wain- 
stones, Bleaklow Stones, Barrowstones, Horestones, Crowstones, 
Rockingstones, Bull Stones, Dovestones, Wheelstones, Hurtling- 
stones, Mad Woman's Stones, Seal Stones, Moated Stones, Crowden 
Brook, Edale.
Distance approximately 40 miles. 
There are many variations of this very fine bogtrot.
THE Six PINNACLES
Route: Stonnis Pinnacle, Black Rocks, Cromford, Bonsall, Winster,
Robin Hood's Stride, Innaccessible Pinnacle and Weasel Pinnacle,
Stanton Moor, Rowsley, Beeley, Chatsworth, Gardoms Edge, Curbar
Edge, Froggatt Pinnacle, Crazy Pinnacle, Longshaw, Burbage,
Stanage, High Neb, Stanage End, Rivelin Needle.
Distance about 35 miles.
GREENFIELD TO MACCLESFIELD
Route: Greenfield, George and Dragon, Stable Clough, Bleaklow,
Kinderscout, Tunstead House, Combs, Goyt, Windgather,
Macclesfield.
Approximate distance 34 miles.
COLNE TO ROWSLEY   Winter Version
The first successful attempt was made on the weekend of December
6/7th, 1952, in 30 hours 38 minutes and involved a 15-hour night, with
12 hours in the dark.
Distance 70 miles.
Party: V. J. Desmond, T. Dance, V. T. Dillon, N. Mather and F.
Williamson. Repeated in January, 1953, by E. Courtenay, L. Stubbs
and V. J. Desmond.
THE TAN HILL TO CAT AND FIDDLE
Done to commemorate the 50th (Jubilee) year of the Rucksack Club,
in June, 1952.
Route: Tan Hill, Great Shunner Fell, Haws, Sennen Waters, Buckden
Pike, Great Whernside, Grassington, Rylestone Fell, Skipton,
Cowling, Boulsworth, Widdop Todmorden, Blackstone Edge,
Marsden, Black Hill, Bleaklow, Kinderscout, Edale, Combs, Cat and
Fiddle.
Distance 120 miles.
Party: E. W. Courtenay, V. J. Desmond, F. Williamson. Time  
53 hours 20 minutes.
THE HIGH LEVEL HORSESHOE OF THE PEAK
Route: Hen Cloud, Dane Valley, Cat and Fiddle, White Hall, Combs 
Moss, Brown Knoll, Kinderlow, Kinder Downfall, Kinder Edge, 
Featherbed Moss, Snake Road, Bleaklow Head, Bleaklow Stones,
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Barrow Stones, round the Watershed to Bull Stones, Margery Hill, 
Howden Dean, Derwent Edge, High Neb, Stanage, Higgar Tor, Carls 
Wark, Longshaw, Froggatt Edge, Baslow Edge, Gardom's Edge, 
Chatsworth, Beeley Hill, Holymoorside, Matlock. 
Distance about 68 miles.
Originators   R. E. Lambe and John Sumner of the Mountain Club, 
August, 1953. Time   37 hours 10 minutes. This is the longest walk 
entirely within the Peak, and appears to have only been repeated once, 
in 1966, by a "Mountain Club" team led by Don Gilbert.

Note: The photograph facing p.35 was taken in 1932 and shows the effect of a great tidal wave which swept down the Kinder River on the plateau and in a 
great 'bore' tumbled over the Downfall. Within two minutes it was all over and the stream was back to the usual single fall.
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HIGHLAND FLING
D. M. ROBERTS

One disadvantage of a week's holiday in May is that it is difficult 
to persuade anyone to come to Scotland with one. Everyone else 
seems to be involved with work, exams, theses, marriage or emigration, 
none of which they are unable to quit at short notice, most unreason 
ably.

It was thus that when my car stuck in the mud of Sol's field in 
Glencoe I had no willing helper on hand. Eventually a lone figure 
materialised from a cloud of filthy smoke of vast proportions issuing 
from a tiny fire and came to my aid. After some effort the car was 
freed and we decided on a joint brew. The nameless concoction he 
had been preparing over the fire for supper had stuck fast to the 
bottom of his one and only pan with a tenacity one only normally 
associates with the newer adhesives, so that I was forced to expose 
my pan to the foul odours of his smoky fire. A hot drink made us 
realise how much better a cold one would be, so in quick time we 
repaired to the Clachaig. Here a suitable climbing partner was found 
(my friend of the congealed pan having to return to Edinburgh the 
next day) on the sound business basis that we used my transport and 
I had a one-third share in his collection of empties, culled in great 
quantities from all the ditches in the area, by which we kept ourselves 
well supplied with beer-money. The other third belonged to one 
Alex, an ex-shipbuilding apprentice from Glasgow who had given up 
his job to live in Glencoe and work on the roads. A drink to seal the 
agreement, one to beat closing time and another bought all round 
by the barman twenty minutes after closing time, and it was a merry 
party which trundled back along the old Glencoe road.

As we drove up the glen the next morning our initial resolve to 
start on Agag's Groove and then go on from there steadily weakened 
as the clouds got lower, the air colder and the drizzle heavier. Leaving 
the car at Lagangarbh we eventually squelched off through the mud 
at least to have a look at Rannoch Wall, which by now was being 
raked by a lively easterly. By the time we were below North Buttress 
a certain degree of sanity had returned, though not enough to send us 
streaking off to Kingshouse at Mach One, and we turned up the easy 
slabs leading to Skyline Buttress. The guide book alleged that there 
were about three routes on it, all of which seemed to have equally 
unidentifiable starts. We started soloing up a nasty slippery rib at 
the side of a cave, and then roped up when it suddenly became hard. 
Derek led on and vanished from sight along a ramp which led round 
the left side of the rib and out of view. His progress was slow and 
punctuated by regular mutterings and imprecations. When my turn 
came to follow I found that the ramp became a horizontal line of holds
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running along the side of the rib to a stance. Traversing these holds 
was awkward in the extreme, as they were not so much holds as muddy 
marks on a slimy wall. Every so often Derek had to quit them to try 
and make progress up the wall, his high points being marked by a line 
of runners about ten feet above the traverse which gave very welcome 
protection but which were the very devil to get off.

From the stance, a corner dripping with water appeared to run 
up to rejoin the crest of the rib. A desperate mantelshelf on to a 
slimy block and an equally desperate reverse mantelshelf back to the 
stance convinced me that my swimming powers were not up to it. 
The only escape was to drop into the gully bounding the rib on the 
left, descend this a bit and then traverse out on to the next rib and 
climb this. The gully was gained easily and turned out to be of the 
type that connoisseurs of Scottish filth would regard with awe. After 
descending some twenty feet of crumbling rock and overhanging grass 
held together by foul black mud with a microfauna resembling the 
proverbial dog's back, the rib was reached and ascended to a com 
modious stance below a vast gendarme. Unfortunately the stance was 
comfortable enough for us to reflect upon our discomfort as the rain 
fell, and we realised how much rather we would be in the comfort of 
the Kingshouse bar, which along with those other outposts of 
civilisation, Lagangarbh and Jacksonville, occasionally appeared 
through gaps in the mist.

Derek back-and-footed up between the gendarme and the rib and 
then went on up the rib. His grey clothes merged into the grey rock 
and the grey mist and he vanished into the unknown above. When 
my turn came to follow I moved up with my feet on the gendarme and 
my back to the mountain, only to arrive at the level of the summit 
of the gendarme and to find myself unable to turn and transfer on to 
the rib. After a long time and about twenty complete revolutions 
which tangled the rope up helplessly for the rest of the climb, my 
freezing fingers dragged my useless form on to the rib and up it.

Progress was barred by a steepening of the rib. A sodden grassy 
ledge ran horizontally along the left side of the rib, possibly offering 
a base for operations to be undertaken to regain the crest of the rib. 
I staggered off along the ledge to its end without spotting a way off it, 
but at the end was a corner crack very much like Sabre Cut but at an 
easier angle. After thirty feet of delightful climbing I was almost 
enjoying myself, but a sudden bulge of rock brought me back to the 
realities of the situation and reminded me that by now my decided 
policy for the day was mortification of the soul, not enjoyment. After 
a tussle with the bulge I subsided into the slough of despond once 
more and arrived back at the ledge. Belaying, I called Derek across 
to have a go; as he came along the ledge he spotted a small spike about
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ten feet up the wall at the back of the ledge, above which it appeared 
possible to regain the crest of the rib. After much flicking of slings a 
long piece of line was induced to stay on the spike and Derek hauled 
himself up, feet sliding on the rock, and then vanished round the 
edge of the rib on the right. The rope then ran out at great speed as 
he galloped up the rib; just as the hundred and fifty feet of rope ran 
out he reached a stance and called me up. I heaved mightily on the 
sling, my feet skidding and skating on the greasy rock, and got a hand 
over the spike; somewhat to my alarm it turned out not to be a spike 
but a mere flat edge on which the sling was resting in defiance of the 
laws of gravity. I eventually managed to stand on it and poked my 
head round the crest of the rib. As I did so a sling which Derek had 
put on as a runner higher up detached itself from the rock and came 
shooting down the rope, causing the karabiner to smite me across the 
nose with the velocity and accuracy of an IBCM fresh out of its site. 
When the stars had cleared I climbed up the now easier rib and then 
finished up another easy pitch to the top.

Cold and wet, we coiled the ropes and flogged across the unstable 
shifting screes into Coire na Tulaich and then along the even muddier 
than before path back to Lagangarbh and the road, and thence to dry 
out with army cocoa while steaming over the Leacantuim gas fire.
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THE DESCENT  A CAUTIONARY TALE
ROGER WALLIS

The days when there seemed to be time for everything, if only 
one had the money to survive, have passed, and now one must connive 
and struggle for a few stolen days and consequently take whatever 
weather conditions are provided. Gone are the golden days of youth, 
and one has joined the 'older generation', a distinction not so much 
based on age absolute as simply on time available for mountaineering*.

We had only five days for the Ben with over a thousand miles to 
fit in as well, but the weather was unutterably vile, with solid sheets 
of rain, gale force winds, saturated snow and thundering cornices. 
Three days of enforced idleness were as much as we could stand, and 
then our restless spirits drove us out of the blissful C.I.C. where our 
bodies had happily festered.

Coire na Ciste was a wilderness of flying spume and vicious rain 
squalls   hardly ideal climbing weather. We wandered aimlessly 
across the frozen lochan, disconcertedly up and around the coire, and 
eventually after a series of non-decisions and at the unlikely hour of 
2.00 p.m. I began to hack a stairway upwards into the murk which 
would eventually harden into Glover's Chimney.

Four hundred and fifty feet higher and over four hours later 
Malcolm arrived on the crest of Tower Ridge and I pushed on to the 
plateau in darkness, for as it was early March darkness had fallen by 
6.00 p.m. We had never emerged from the clouds and were both 
soaked to the skin, and then when we arrived on the plateau we 
were met by the full force of a 20-30 knot snow blast raging across 
the bald summit of the mountain. Snow encrusted us as we knelt 
with backs to the wind and ate our last bar of chocolate. Malcolm, 
dressed in his normal attire of thin jeans and old pullovers, began to 
shiver violently inside and freeze solid outside, and as we discussed 
the implications of the Pugh Report on exposure our one torch 
flickered out. Time to descend. We discussed the alternatives: 
Red Burn   the short cut past the zigzags or the vote normals ? Or 
No. 4 Gully? Or Coire Leis? Red Burn was obviously the safest 
but it meant walking into the wind, and more seriously of being by 
far the longest; we agreed we should never find No. 4 in these con 
ditions, but from here, at the top of Tower Ridge, we should be 
able to find the top of the Ben, reach the Cam Mor Dearg Arete and 
descend into Coire Leis. Remembering the number of casualties 
along the next quarter of a mile we remained roped, and groped into 
the eerie grey world beyond. The cautious shuffle, probe and prod 
along the cornices above Tower Gully seemed to go on for ever, and 
we occasionally changed the lead, interminably clearing the snow from 
*Mr. Wallis is now wed, hence the bogus A. E. Houseman stuff  Ed.
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our eyes and wiping the tears away from eyelids nagged by the wind. 
I neither saw nor recognised the end of Tower Gully, or the crossing 
of Gardyloo, or realised that we had made an 180 degree turn, but 
suddenly with the void a subtly deeper grey on our left we spied a 
definite mound on our right.

We veered across to investigate, and a few blows revealed the 
summit trig point. I glanced with frightened amazement at Malcolm, 
who shrugged and said, "I thought we were here."

"You might have," I replied, "but I never saw the end of Tower 
Gully, and at this rate we would have simply made a quick descent of 
North East Buttress, and remember how that helped that Navy Party."

"OK; let's head off for the posts leading down to the arete."
"What, in this? We could arrive anywhere!"
So we checked the directions in the SMC guide, dug out the 

compass and trekked over the summit plateau. After only four or five 
hundred feet it was quite apparent that we could not walk together on 
a compass course, so we retraced our steps to the ruined buildings and 
began again, this time leading out 100-foot lengths and checking our 
direction along the rope. The gale hurled us from right to left, 
forcing us towards the N.E. Face, so we laid off ten degrees to the 
left so that if we misjudged it we should be heading for Glen Nevis 
rather than the Allt a'Mhuilinn.

We counted off seven rope lengths and then began to descend into 
a wilderness of flying snow with visibility just over feeling distance. 
The slope continued to steepen and we began to belay thirty feet at a 
time, desperately searching the spume and the darkness for those three 
foot by half inch snow-covered stakes which would guide our descent. 
After twenty futile minutes nothing had appeared, so in the middle of 
a 30 m.p.h. snowstorm and without a torch we entered into a pointless 
discussion on the general theme of 'Where are we?'. As we had left 
the hut twelve hours ago and as there were still eight hours to go before 
dawn, a thoughtful solution was obviously to be desired.

"OK, I've got it," I said with the Open Sesame touch, "We're on 
granite here, but it's volcanic all the way down to the col, and then the 
arete is granite and we drop down into Coire Leis, so all we have to do 
is to follow the granite contact round the hill." I paused, breathless 
at my own ingenuity, but the medical mind sounded cynical, dubious 
and unimpressed. However, I was overcome with optimism, and with 
thoughts of a meal and a warm bed I slithered off down the slope, held 
on thirty feet of very tight rope. We moved crabwise, downwards and 
leftwards from crag to crag, with wierd geological yells from in front 
and derisive medical replies on our ultimate surgical fate from the
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Eventually the slope flattened out, and Malcolm joined me, 
asking where we were in a voice prejudiced with disbelief. But as we 
stumbled across the open space there appeared out of the gloom a 
massive three-foot aluminium pole, the uppermost stake of the 
SMC's new guide stakes leading from the Cam Mor Dearg Arete to 
Coire Leis.

With a great feeling of relief Malcolm cut his way down over the 
cornice and I followed, but in the soft snow in the lee of the cornice 
my crampons immediately balled up, and as I slid past him I made 
cries suitably indicative that this method of descent was unintentional. 
As my axe at last began to bite on something I was pulled up sharply 
and promised to be more careful.

The slopes gave out on to the bottom of the coire and we 
wandered painfully through the morass of boulders on to the steep 
ground below the N.E. Buttress, and then made the descent of gently 
rounded but steeply lying slabs covered with powder snow and 
verglas. Just before 2.00 a.m. we reached the hut; the inmates 
indicated that they were becoming worried about us, but we assured 
them that the M.A.M. are often late off the Ben.
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FRANK PRATCHETT

Frank Pratchett will be greatly missed especially by those who 
were active at Glan Dena in its earlier days.

His interest in North Wales and its mountains, leading to his 
election to the M.A.M. in 1945, was due largely to the wartime 
dispersal of his Ministry from London to Llandudno and the meeting 
on the hills at that period with other M.A.M. members.

Before the war, though he had travelled much on the Continent, 
mountains were somewhat dubious pleasures, viewed mostly as 
possible dangers as seen from above. He served in the Royal Naval 
Air Service in the first war as a pilot, mostly in France, Belgium and 
Italy, and his interest in flying never lapsed. Only a few years ago 
when he was nearing his middle sixties, he joined the local flying club 
with the intention of qualifying for a pilot's certificate on light 
aeroplanes.

The M.A.M. and especially Glan Dena led to the formation of 
many new friendships, and until recently he was a most regular 
member of Working Parties, and sometimes also of Christmas meets. 
Those who attended working parties will remember that, however 
hard and dirty the job to be done, Frank was always ready to volunteer 
and always cheerful. It was only in very recent years that less robust 
health and increased strain and complication of his office work 
forced him to curtail his M.A.M. activities.

Though his name may not appear in any of the many climbing 
guidebooks, his passing will be a real loss to his many friends.

T.C.
A. E. COAXES

We regret to announce the death recently of Mr. A. E. Coates, 
of the Missionary Guest House, Selly Oak.

Mr. Coates was a member of long standing, having first joined 
the Association in 1929.

G. DALE-SMITH

Everybody called him 'Dale,' and this perhaps characterized his 
friendly, humorous, very likeable personality. Dale had been a 
member of the M.A.M. for twelve years, but his love of mountains 
began much longer ago. He was particularly fond of North Wales, 
and his retirement to Beddgelert, where he had bought a cottage by 
the river, was the fulfilment of a cherished dream. Latterly mountains 
shared his affections with waterways. In his launch he made many 
long journeys on the canals and rivers; and it was during one of these 
cruises that he died.
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Dale did not appear at many M.A.M. functions (though he attended 
one of the Norway Meets) but he was held in great affection by a select 
circle of M.A.M. members   those whose holidays in or near 
Beddgelert led to their becoming members of the Custard Pie Society. 
This delightful association was Dale's brain-child, and typical of 
his special brand of whimsy. Its formal meetings were held once a 
year at Beddgelert, on Easter Sunday; and though the Minutes of 
the Last Meeting were duly read and officers with high-sounding titles 
(e.g.. Steward of the Hebog Hundreds) duly elected, the Society had 
no aims, no subscription, and no business to conduct except such non 
sensical matter as the wit of the members and Chairman Dale could 
devise.

Some of us will remember Dale as a delightful companion on the 
hills. Others, and all those who can recall his grave twinkle as he 
presided over the meetings of the C.P.S., will be grateful that before 
his untimely death they were privileged to know so lovable a man.

S.S.
GEOFFREY BARKER

1963-1967
Geoff Barker, who died on 10th October aged 62, had been a member 

since 1963, but had been co-leader with John Brown of the M.A.M. F. & 
R.C.C. joint meets during the August Bank Holiday weekend for some years 
before this.

Geoff spent his early life in Barrow-in-Furness where he was born, and 
towards the end of the war, after a few years in Stirling, he migrated to 
Wales for business reasons. It was, of course, in the Lakes where he began 
climbing and the 1931 Fell & Rock Journal notes the first descent of Gimmer 
Crack by M. Linnell (Rucksack Club), last man, A. T. Hargreaves and G. 
Barker (non-member) on 18th October 1931. He became a member of the 
Fell & Rock Climbing Club in 1934 and helped his friends, W. Clegg, S. H. 
Cross and A. T. Hargreaves with the 1938 edition of the F. & R. Guide for 
Dow Crag & Langdale. In Wales, Geoff introduced a growing family to the 
craft of mountaineering and climbed with his son Bill, of whose skill as a 
rock-climber he was very proud, on first class routes in the "Pass", on 
"Cloggy" and at Tremadoc. He was very fond of the Welsh mountains and 
would not hear of them being compared unfavourably by the partisans of 
the Cumbrian Fells. He was the member for Wales on the B.M.C. and on 
the recommendation of this body was awarded the Torch Trophy on 6th 
February 1965. This was the first time that mountaineering had been chosen 
for the award by the Torch Trophy Trust.

It will be as leader of the Joint M.A.M. F. & R.C.C. meets that Geoff 
will be remembered by the M.A.M. The August Bank Holiday Meet was 
always a success until the Government saw fit to alter the date of the holiday 
and was followed by a further meet at Glan Dena in February, and perhaps 
the most successful of all, the Langdale Meet in April. It is here in Langdale 
that I shall best remember Geoff, for we always stayed together at the 
"O.D.G." and he seemed to have come home when presiding over those 
splendid Saturday evening dinners at the hotel.

H. H. Vaughan.
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BOOK REVIEWS

MEN AND THE MATTERHORN by Gaston Rebuffat
(Translated by Eleanor Brockett) (Nicholas Vane, London, 63/-)

Very few mountains command the respect that the Matterhorn 
does, and certainly very few have been so consistently and incessantly 
written about. Whether you regard it as the most beautiful natural 
object in the world, or as a dangerous slag-heap, it cannot be ignored. 
Indeed it will not, as any visitor to Zermatt or the Valtournanche will 
readily confess; in all its moods, it peers obstinately over your shoulder 
as you cross the meadows or walk down the main street.

No less formidable is its latest chronicler, for now Gaston RSbuffat 
has followed up his previous photographic successes with another 
beautifully produced book, the text well interlaced with photographs 
by various expert contributors. The bulk of the text, sandwiched in 
between a prologue and epilogue notable for an embarras de 
Rebuffatisme, is largely historical and provides straightforward 
reading. There can be very few mountaineers who could not recite 
backwards the events of 1865, but whilst this ground is well covered, 
light from other directions is thrown upon the Matterhorn tragedy, 
and this helps our historical perspective. Post-1865 history is not 
neglected, and the face climbs do not suffer at the expense of the 
aretes.

But most people will want this book more for the illustrations 
than for the text. There are over a hundred photographs in black and 
white and in colour, together with a number of striking sketches and 
lithographs. All are good, and many are exceptional, particularly the 
aerial photographs by Bradford Washburn, and one feels one knows 
every inch of the mountain after studying them. However, in the 
photograph facing p.208 the mountain gets its own back.

This book is to be welcomed as a contribution to Matterhorn 
lore. The time is fast coming, though, for a general peace treaty to be 
drawn up among authors. The bold cliffs of the Matterhorn fiercely 
reflect back upon mankind all its old failings, pride, jealousy and above 
all hubris, as any self-respecting mountain would do   and who is 
going to put up with that?

M.H.

BREGAGLIA WEST (Sciora, Cengalo, Badile)
by Robin G. Collomb and Peter Crew (West Col Productions, Goring-
on-Thames)

This is the first of a series of guide books destined to include the 
Disgrazia, Bregaglia East and the Bernina Alps, and covers the area 
from the Zocca Pass to the Piz Badile.
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After an historical introduction there are notes on maps and 
continental guide books, followed by a useful section dealing with 
approaches and transport services, accommodation, currency, place 
names and local dialect, equipment and weather. The actual route 
descriptions include various climbs on the peaks of the Sciora chain, 
Pizzi Gemelli, Cengalo and Badile and the routes over the various 
Passi di Bondi. There are also useful notes on suitable bases in the 
Val Bregaglia and the Val Masino, and on the huts of the area.

The book is not intended to be exhaustive, and is intended to give 
a selection of popular and recommended climbs of varying degrees of 
difficulty. The descriptions of the routes are clear and readable, and 
there is an adequate supply of sketches and diagrams. It would seem 
to be ideal for M.A.M. parties, and for parties unfamiliar with the 
district, and should prove both useful and popular, for, as the 
authors say, "Generous allowances have been made for hut walks on 
the assumption that climbers will be heavily laden". Very nice of 
them, not to say tactful.

M.H.
ALPINE CLUB GUIDE BOOKS. Selected climbs in the Mont Blanc Range. 
Volume 1, 35/- Volume 2, 28/- 
Edited by R. G. Collomb and P. Crew.
WEST COL ALPINE GUIDES : Dents du Midi Region.
General Editor, Peter Crew. 18/- (West Col Productions, Reading)

These volumes were received after the review above was written, but 
they follow the same policy and the same general style, giving quite an 
exhaustive selection of worthwhile climbs and providing some very 
useful background information. Volume One completely covers Mont 
Blanc and its outliers and the Chamonix Aiguilles and extends from 
the Col de la Seigne to the Col du G£ant; Volume Two covers the 
remainder of the area and includes the Grandes Jorasses, the Triolet, 
the Drus, the Verte, Courtes and Droites, the Argentiere and 
Chardonnet. Both are translated and adapted from the Guide Vallot, 
with additional material.

There can be little doubt that these English translations will be 
welcomed by alpinists after many years of mistranslating French 
guides with the inevitable consequences. The descriptions are clear 
throughout, as are the many excellent diagrams by Brian Evans. Also 
they are attractively printed, with limp P.V.C. covers, and are right 
up-to-date, and so are likely to fulfil a pressing demand.

The Dents du Midi guide is a lesser production, and openly 
describes itself as an interim guide book, pending the inclusion of the 
Argentine region to form a fuller guide, and follows the same pattern 
without the P.V.C. cover. This is an altogether lesser-known region,
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and includes the Dents du Midi, the Tour Salliere - Ruan Group, 
and the Prazon - Tenneverge Group.

At first sight these guides would not appear exactly cheap, but 
reflection compels one to assume that the limited edition must 
inevitably produce this result. Further titles are to follow and it is 
hoped that it will be possible to review the series in greater detail in 
a later journal.

M.H.
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T. CLUTTtRBUCK.

Taken at the first Glan Delia Working Party 30th July 1945
(F. U. Kestall)

THOMAS CLUTTERBUCK 1930-67

In the death of Thomas Clutterbuck on Oct. 9th, "our very great friend 
and Hon. Member," to use the words of our President, the Association has 
suffered an irreparable loss. His enthusiasm and intense interest in all the 
Club's activities throughout his 37 years' membership is probably unequalled.

Tom Clutterbuck became a member of the M.A.M., while on the staff 
of the G.E.C., in Birmingham, in 1930. In spite of a serious leg injury, in 
curred when a very young front line officer in 1918, he joined meets in Wales 
and the Lakes and in 1936 went to Fionnay with the party led by the late 
Mr. F. G. Brettell.

In his humorous descriptions of his various ascents on a rope he always 
glossed over his own difficulties and stressed the courage of his leader.
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Only a few days before his death I received a letter (in reply to a description 

of my first visit to Low House) saying, "Don't know Coniston at all well. 

The M.A.M. had a meet there years ago during which I was hoisted up some 

very upright bits of Dow Crag and 1 have not been there since!"

Perhaps Tom will be best remembered as leader of the working party 

at Glan Dena for about ten years. Many will recall that as President in 1947- 

49 he was always in the chair at meetings in spite of a journey of nearly 100 

miles, often in bad weather. Certainly, his enthusiasm and support made 

possible the Club's acquisition of Glan Dena in 1945. From the first 

Working Party onwards through the years he would return to give his time 

and his skill in the improvement and preservation of Glan Dena. He was 

as much at home with carpenters' tools as with electrical, and was an 

excellent plumber and painter too. No job was too difficult or trivial   he 

gave up only when he could not stand up.

"T.C." had not done any serious walking for about twenty years; 

in fact his last long uphill walk was to inspect the source of Glan Dena's 

proposed new water supply, Ffynnon Lloer, and the slowness of the down 

ward trek, with its frequent pauses, made me acutely aware of the pain and 

discomfort involved, which he so bravely refused to acknowledge.

However, another very important task presented itself. He was then 

chairman of the North Wales Protection Committee which for many years 

fought a running battle, with considerable success, against extensive hydro 

electric schemes. He drove frequently to Wales and the North, sometimes 

to attend committee meetings, sometimes to inspect large areas of country. 

Partly for expediency, but also for fun, he would take his car up the most 

incredible tracks, for driving was a never-failing pleasure and at the wheel 

he was master of any situation.

Leaving Birmingham after eleven years was a wrench, but he accepted 

a post at the Admiralty and moved to London. In 1938, on the death of his 

father, he was called upon to return home to control the family estate in 

Hertfordshire, but on the outbreak of war in 1939 he reported at the 

Admiralty once more. He served throughout the war, snatching the odd 

weekend to join us on our very rare short meets at Ogwen Cottage.

He served on the Glan Dena Hut Sub-Committee for over 20 years 

and also-for many years regularly attended B.M.C, meetings as M.A.M. 

representative.
Summer holidays were nearly always shared between the Alps and the 

sea, often the South East coast of France or Northern Spain. When no longer 

able to' walk far, he used every other means to be among the mountains. 

The car took him up all the famous passes and many other little-used ones 

in search of Alpine flora, and the telepherique swung him in sheer delight 

over the snow-capped summits. In the water he was transformed! A strong 

swimmer, he had been a-valued member of Birmingham Water Polo team 

years ago, as his powerful arms could still taWe him as far as he wished.

" He was a most active and knowledgablewnember (and many times 

chairman) of Sarratt Parish Council and represented Sarratt on Watford 

Rural Council for many years. A magistrate, he was deputy chairman of 

Watford Bench at the time of his death. With all these activities Tom never 

failed to demand "all the news", especially of the M.A.M., but I shall 

remember him above all for his gentle kindness, his infinite patience and 

his unassuming generosity. 
,.,.,..: .., . -.* :3&i;- - r,,,.,- M.B-G.
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NEW CLIMBS

GRITSTONE
Since the publication of Volume 3 of Rock Climbs

ERIC BYNE

in the Peak  "The
Sheffield-Froggatt Area" during the summer of 1966, the inevitable rush to put the 
guide book out of date resulted in a number of new climbs, some of which are well 
worthy of recording here. They are as follows.

SHEFFIELD-FROGGATT AREA

YARNCLIFFE QUARRY
This has yielded six routes to climbing teams from the western side of the 

Peak, the first of which is 
5.A. THE RIDDLER. 50 feet. Very Severe

Start 6 feet left of Cardinal's Crack and ascend the steep slab on small hori 
zontal holds until a small crack-line can be reached. This crack leads to the ledge 
between two small trees, and the wall above the ledge yields to give a suitable finish. 

E. Thurrell, T. Nor cliff, July 3rd, 1966.
The next new route is a little further left. 

4.A. BAT HOOK. 75 feet. Very Severe.
Climb Cardinal's Arete for 30 feet and then traverse left to an overhanging 

crack which is ascended for 25 feet to an overhang. Traverse left for 6 feet on 
small holds to a tree belay and then finish past trees.

T. Norcliff, E. Thurrell, July 10th, 1966.
The remainder of the new routes on the quarry are much further right. 

These are 
12.A. NORTHDUFT. 35 feet. Very Severe.

Just 6 feet left of Short Arete Climb. Takes a crack direct to a tree belay. 
Deceiving in looks.

T. Norcliff, J. Peters, November 6th, 1966. 
14.A. FE FAND ARETE. 75 feet. Extremely Severe.

An impressive route. Start as for Bow Shaped Wall, and move right to join 
arSte. A series of long moves forces the climber over a bulge on small delicate 
holds slanting in the wrong direction. Proceed slightly right of the arete to a fine 
exposed finish.

T. Norcliff, November 6th, 1966. 
17.A. THE MAD HATTER. 60 feet. Hard Very Severe.

Lies on the wall between Fall Pipe and Trised Crack. Start 6 feet right of 
Fall Pipe, on the right hand of two cracks. Vertical cracks are used to a block at 
half height. Pull on this, stand on it, and continue up the cracks with a finish on 
good holds. Final tree belay on top.

E. Thurrell, T. Norcliff, July 23rd, 1966.
7.A. BUTTERFLY WALL. 60 feet. Very Severe.

Just "ight of "Caterpillar Corner", climb the wall to a tree, then move slightly 
left and continue up the wall.

T. Norcliff, D. Brearley, March, 1967
8.A. PEDESTAL WALL. 55 feet. Hard Severe.

The wall is taken direct (between climbs 8 and 9) on small square cut holds.
T. Norcliff, D. Brearley, March, 1967. 

20.A. THE JOKER. 25 feet. Very Severe.
The crack just round the corner from The Spur. The hardest section is where 

the crack divides into two.
E. Thurrell, T. Norcliff, July tOth, 1966.
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YARNCLIFFE EDGE
Four climbs and a Girdle Traverse have resulted from further explorations. 

These are 
8.A. DEVIL CRACK. 45 feet. Mild Very Severe.

Just right of Night Cap. A prominent flake is ascended by laybacking to a 

ledge, then up a wall to a tree and move out right to exit.
T. Norcliff, J. Peters, October, 1966. 

13.A. LUCIFER. 60 feet. Hard Very Severe.
Just left of Misconception. Climb to a tree on a ledge. Ascend a groove to 

an overhang and climb a strenuous crack above on finger jams to a horizontal 

fault. Move right to a diagonal crack sloping leftwards to a ledge. Finish up the 

wall above. Note: A sling for aid may be necessary for the move into the diagonal 

crack, An extremely strenuous route with a lack of protection.
T. Norcliff, J. Peters, October, 1966. 

6.B. SHADOW CORNER. 70 feet. Very Severe.
Climb the corner of Crack O'Noon direct to a larger chockstone running 

belay. Move left and up the wall, the finishing moves being strenuous and exposed.
T. Norcliff, D. Brearley, March, 1967. 

28.A. TREMBLE TOP CRACK. 30 feet. Severe.
Take twin cracks direct to hard finish, keeping in the left hand crack to a 

pointed nose. This route is just left of Ding Dong Wall.
T. Norcliff, D. Brearley, March, 1967. 

ANTHOLOGY. 400 feet. Hard Very Severe. 
The Girdle Traverse of Yarncliffe Edge.

Start by climbing Pullover for 15 feet and then move left on thin holds to 

Unity (belay). Ascend crack for 20 feet and move left below an overhang and up a 

wall to a ledge (belay). Descend Spinners Delight to a tree belay. Cross slab to 

arete and move down wall and across to a peg belay. Slightly down left on to wall 

and then hard moves to the belay in Misconception. Climb up crack for 12 feet to 

obvious hand traverse and to arete (hard move on to ledge) (belay). Across slabs 

and broken rock to tree (belay). Thin line across wall and up flake to tree (belay). 

Now left in corner of Crack O'Noon (chockstone runner) and from corner climb 

into sentry box of Thread. Reverse down groove for 8 feet (slightly to left) across 

wall on small ledges to arete, mantelshelf on to steep slab and belay on flake. 

Climb on to slab, move into corner and up a little left to below an overhang (thread 

belay). Climb face on loose brittle rock and surmount overhang to the top and tree 

belay for the finish.
T. Norcliff, C. Smith, September 30tfi, 1966.

FROGGATT EDGE . 

9.A. JACOB. 25 feet. Hard Very Severe.
Start 10 feet right of Just Crack and climb up and slightly left to the foot of a 

thin crack. Follow the crack awkwardly to the top.
T, Nichols, November, 1966. 

9.B. VOMER. 30 feet. Extremely Severe.
This is on the Prow some 20 yards left of Neb Crack. Start up the left side of 

the buttress and climb the steep wall diagonally up to the right to a crack in the 

arete. Using this and a similar crack round to the right, climb the ardte direct to 

good finishing holds.
John Gosling and party, November, 1966.

CURBAR EDGE
Here the climbers of the Black and Tans Mountaineering Club have been busy 

filling in odd gaps and cleaning up older Joe Brown routes which previously have 

not been recorded because of the doubtful stability of the rock, notable being that 

of Overtaker's Buttress Direct, first ascended by Joe in the 1950's, reascended by 

Don Morrison in 1960, and cleaned up more recently by Mike Simpkins who 

removed virtually all the loose rock.

" , . 52
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47.A. ROCKER. 70 feet. Very Severe.
On the buttress of Little Red Monkey there is a thin crack. Climb this to a 

good ledge. The short buttress is then ascended up its left wall near the arete, 
and from the top of this traverse horizontally right to a ledge. Then climb straight 
up for a few feet until it is possible to move out left to finish on the top blocks from 
which the climb derives its name.

John Gosling and party, November, 1966. 
54.A. BLACK. 30 feet. Hard Very Severe.

The left hand of two cracks on a buttress some 10 yards left of Overtakers 
Buttress and at the same level. The crack, quite hard, leads to a good ledge, above 
which a wider crack is followed.

John Gosling and party, November, 1966.
54.B. TAN. 30 feet. Hard Very Severe.

The right hand of the two cracks is climbed using poor finger jams.
55.A. OVERTAKER'S DIRECT. 35 feet. Hard Very Severe.

Start as for Overtakers Buttress route, but continue direct over the top overhang 
with considerable trouble. 
57.A. THE MAD HATTER. 45 feet. Extremely Severe.

Start 15 feet left of Potters Wall at a small heather ledge. Take the front of the 
buttress trending right to a good ledge which comes across from Potters Wall. 
Go a little way left along the ledge then pull up into a wide fault. Move straight 
up to the final block and below this traverse left until possible to mantelshelf 
awkwardly on to the top.

John Gosling and party, November, 1966. 
57.B. GROOVED ARETE. 35 feet. Very Severe.

Start 10 feet right of Potters Wall up a shallow groove to a good ledge. Move 
slightly right and climb the front of the buttress keeping to the left of Potters Wail.

Black and Tans M.C., November, 1966. 
59.A. THE VIXEN. 30 feet. Very Severe.

Commence at the lowest point of the buttress, 15 feet left of Layback Crack. 
Climb direct up to the bulge which is climbed at a blind crack and then continue 
up an easy crack.

Black and Tans M.C., November, 1966. 
59.B. THE SCOOP. 30 feet. Very Severe.

On a buttress some 20 yards right of Layback Crack. Start below the shallow 
scoop some 5 feet right of a short crack. Mantelshelf awkwardly to the right to 
gain a ledge. Climb the scoop trending left near the top to a ledge. Finish direct.

Black and Tans M.C., November, 1966. 
59.C. SCOOP CRACK. 30 feet. Very Severe.

The thin crack some 5 feet right of the last climb is ascended direct to easy 
finishing ledges.

Black and Tans M.C., November, 1966. 
59.D. ALLAN'S CLIMB. 30 feet. Difficult. 

The easy corner to the right of last climb.
Black and Tans M.C., November, 1966. 

59.C. DOUGAL. 35 feet. Hard Very Severe.
Some 10 feet right of Allan's Climb there is a thin crack. Climb this to a 

good small flake at its top. Traverse right to a good foot ledge on the rib. Ascend 
the rounded ledges above to the top.

John Gosling, November, 1966. 
62.A. CRACKED GROOVE. 30 feet. Very Severe.

The Groove and Crack about 20 feet left of Wall Climb. Harder than it looks. 
62.B. LARA. 30 feet. Hard Very Severe.

Start up the arete on the left of Calver Chimney and move left on to the front 
face which is climbed with difficulty to a horizontal break. Ascend the face above, 
direct to the top.

T. Nicholls, November, 1966. 
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69.A. LINGWALL. 35 feet. Very Severe.
Start 10 feet left of Ling Crack and climb the short difficult wall to a good 

ledge, below a curving crack in the wall above. Follow this crack to the top.
Black and Tans M.C., November, 1966. 

69.B. ZEBEDEE. 35 feet. Hard Very Severe.
The wall to the right of Ling Crack has a thin crack running up from a good 

ledge. Climb up easily to the ledge and place a runner in the crack above. Tension 
right to the foot of a flake which is climbed with difficulty to a good ledge. Move 
straight up to the top with a difficult finishing mantelshelf.

THE SHEFFIELD-STANAGE AREA 
STANAGE

The following three routes show that possibilities still remain for those with the 
"eye of faith": 
122.A. DRACULA. 30 feet. Very Severe.

Start at the foot of the sharp arete a few feet right of B. Crack. Pull over the 
small overhang to a good ledge below the argte. Climb the argte direct to the top, 
a long reach proving useful and almost essential on the middle section,

John Gosling, January, 1967. 
170.A. CINTURATO. 40 feet. Extremely Severe.

Start at the foot of the prominent rib 20 feet left of Esso Extra. Climb an 
easy crack to a grassy ledge which runs up the left-hand side of the rib. From an 
obvious foothold traverse horizontally right to small pocket holds on the rib. 
From these move awkwardly to the right, round the rib, and follow the rib to a 
good ledge just left of the cave of Esso Extra. Follow the rounded rib above, easily 
to the top.

J. Gosling, January, 1967. 
201 .A. PARADISE REGAINED. 50 feet. Hard Severe.

Start below and right of Paradise Lost. Climb up to a horizontal crack, followed 
by a difficult shallow groove to a mantelshelf. Another brings one to a ledge about 
10 feet below the top. Here traverse right to join Paradise Wall. 

A. J. J. Moulam, R. F. Jones, March I9tfi, 1966. 
375.A. FLYING BUTTRESS DIRECT. Hard Very Severe.

This has now been climbed free, direct up the great overhang.
Climb Question Mark slab to the base of the overhang. A nut runner can be 

engineered. Ascend the overhang via the horizontal ledges direct to the top. Very 
strenuous. The first two moves are the crux because one is hanging free. The 
second ledge is large enough to lay in sideways for a rest. A long reach will be 
found an asset.

1st Free ascent Paul Gray, April 30th, 1966.

AGDEN ROCHER
This fine crag obviously offered further possibilities for keen explorers. The 

following new routes are worthy of mention.
1.A. HYPOTENUSE WALL. 30 feet. Difficult.

Start about 4 feet right of the yew tree at the beginning of the crag. Climb 
direct to finish up Square Chimney.

A. Evans, B. Chisholm, 1966.
2.A. LITTLE X. 450 feet. Hard Severe.

A girdle traverse of the eastern end of the crag. Interesting and pleasant. 
Start up Arachnid Cracks until possible to traverse left into Tarantula, then across 
to the belay on Foggy Dew. Now up Demolition for a few feet then step across and 
to the oak tree in Deadnettle Crack. Traverse across to the belay on Tartan Slab. 
Now left across the slab to Agden Arete and then across the gully to belay as for 
Boadicea's Wall. Follow the obvious ledges to the arSte and then avoiding a 
large loose block make a hard move around into The Hagg. Here two variations
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are possible; (a) up Hagg to below the overhangs and then traverse left just below 
the top and so on to the belay of Oak Tree Saunter; (b) down Hagg to an obvious 
traverse line, the last move out to the arete being very hard, then into Dissapointment 
and up across to the belay as for variation (a). Now traverse across Grey Wall at 
the level of the bulge until it becomes necessary to make an awkward step down. 
Continue round the corner to a belay in the gully, then traverse across the wall 
on a good but dirty foot ledge to belay as for Scarred Climb. At the level of the 
tree move round the arete followed by an awkward move until the corner is gained 
and the belay on Leaning Block Wall. Carry on at the level of the top of the Leaning 
Block (good tree runner) and so round into the crack of White Rose Flake. Belay 
on the tree on the left as for Martini. Now take an obvious traverse line to the arete 
and round to a tree belay at the side of Filth. The only reasonable line is then 
taken across to the left and this brings one back naturally to ground level at the 
right hand end of Hanging Garden Wall. It is preferable to finish here, but for the 
purists Hanging Garden Wall can be traversed easily to Oak Tree Walk and thence 
round the corner to the ultimate end of the eastern section of the crag.

A. Evans, B. Chisholm, October 30//I, 1966 leading alternately. 
5.A. LLAREGGUB. 50 feet. Hard Severe.

The name, if inverted, signifies the leader's reply when asked what he was 
standing on. The climb takes a shallow groove directly above the fence left of 
Demolition. About 3 feet below the top of the groove a piton is inserted in a 
horizontal crack to the right; taking aid from this, move right into the next crack 
which cleaves the overhang which is climbed by a hard mantelshelf. Note: A face 
direct start is also possible.

P. Scott, July 1th, 1966. 
8.A. PYROLOGY. 50 feet. Hard Severe.

After burning the Ivy below Tartan Slab this route was revealed. Climb a 
crack on finger jams about 2 feet left of the tree on Tartan Slab. After 12 feet 
step left and climb to the overhang, move right, then mantelshelf to the left and 
climb the wall above to finish.

P. Scott, A. Evans, July 8th, 1966. 
10.A. ICENI. 45 feet. Very Severe.

A direct route on Boadicea's Wall. Climb direct to the scoop by laying away 
on finger jams. Into the scoop and then out over the overhang via the crack and a 
hard mantelshelf. Belay at the tree above and finish by the wall left of centre.

P. Scott, A. Evans, July 8th, 1966 alternate leads. 
15.A. ABERRATION. 50 feet. Hard Very Severe.

A direct route up Wailing Wall with a finish to the top of the crag via Oak Tree 
Saunter.

A. J. Evans, 1966.
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THE JOURNAL, 1968

Contributions to the next Journal, which can be of any reasonable 
length, should be sent as early as possible in the new year to the 
Editor, who would appreciate a note in advance of contributors' 
intentions. Please note that from now on the Editor is

JOHN HARWOOD,
DEPT. OF MEDICAL BIOCHEMISTRY, 

BIOLOGY BLOCK,
UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM, 

BIRMINGHAM, 15.
to whom all articles, photographs and correspondence should be sent, 
but correspondence about the distribution of the Journal and 
enquiries about extra copies, if available, should be made not to the 
Editor, but to the Honorary Secretary, M. D. Rhodes.
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